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The retrospective below is exclusive to this book.

2008 EFL Title is Delayed Gratification for Cherries, Fans
The tremendous success of the Delaware Cherries during the 
2007  regular  season  was  rendered  irrelevant  by  their  poor 
showing in the 2007 playoffs — one and done: a 29-24 semi-
final loss at home to the New York Empires. That failure left a 
bad taste in the mouths of the Delaware players, management, 
and fans.

With most of the 2007 cast returning for 2008, along with a 
few key additions, there were high expectations going into the 
season. But could the Cherries hope to dominate as they had in 
the previous regular season? If they couldn´t dominate, how 
could they possibly succeed in the playoffs? Would they even 
make the post-season?

The 2008 season opener, an uninspiring 37-31 loss at home to 
the rechristened Charleston Cannons, provided the answer to 
the first question: This Cherries team would not be dominant.

There  were  deficiencies  on  the  defensive  side.  Charleston 
quarterback  Eli  Manning  was  the  first  of  several  opposing 
quarterbacks to feast on the Delaware secondary. Veteran free 
safety Brian Dawkins appeared to have lost half a step. Rookie 
linebacker LaMarr Woodley, although obviously very talented, 
needed to learn the nuances of the pro game, a trial under fire.  
The pass rush, which had taken steps toward respectability in 
2007,  had  regressed,  as  linebackers  Bart  Scott  and  Terrell 
Suggs, in theory a fearsome pairing, made few inroads into 
opposing backfields.

Yet,  despite  these  shortcomings,  the  Cherries  followed  the 
Charleston  loss  with  a  winning  streak.  With  overtime  road 
victories at Philadelphia in week 2 and Washington in week 4, 
Delaware  showed  it  had  the  knack  to  overcome  adversity. 
Then in week 7 at home against Richmond, a near-miraculous 
last minute game-winning punt return by rookie Yamon Figurs 
provided the first inkling 2008 might be the Cherries´ year.

In week 9 the Cherries, playing in Hershey for the first time 
since the ´80s,  parlayed  a 17-point  fourth quarter  into their 
eighth straight win, a team record, and a two-game lead over 
second place New York.

Although the Cherries would lose the next week to Baltimore, 
they managed to keep the  Empires  at  bay,  victimizing first 
Connecticut  and  then  Providence  with  late  scores  for  wins 
number nine and ten.

Delaware still had a bad game to get out of its system, though. 
It came in week 13, a 44-25 shellacking at the hands of old 
compadre Brett Favre and his Philadelphia teammates. But the 
week turned out to be fortuitous on multiple levels.

First,  Charleston  surprised  Washington  to  guarantee  the 
Cherries  a  playoff  berth.  The  next  day  Hershey  swamped 
New York thereby handing the division title to the Cherries. 
Champions don’t turn down help when it’s offered.

There was even an aspect of the shellacking at the hands of the 
Lakers  that  would  bode  well  for  the  Cherries.  Backup 
quarterback  Aaron  Rodgers  relieved  starting  quarterback 
Philip Rivers early in the fourth quarter, shook off nearly a full 
season of rust, and proceeded to complete a startling 19 of 21 
passes with two going for scores. If Rivers were to get hurt it 
seemed the Cherries would still have a fighting chance.

Going into the last week of the regular season the Cherries 
could assure themselves  of  the #1 seed with a  win at  New 
York.  Their  hosts  were  not  without  incentive:  a  loss  to 
Delaware would mean the Empires would have to count on 
Washington beating Baltimore to slip into the playoffs.

The  Cherries  were  more  than  equal  to  the  task.  LaDainian 
Tomlinson and Michael Turner each rushed for more than 130 
yards,  and  the  defense  held  Tony  Gonzalez,  the  leading 
receiver in the league, to two catches as Delaware went out to 
a 21-3 second quarter lead and rolled to a 27-13 win.

Washington  edged Baltimore  in  week 14,  so the  semi-final 
playoff round found the Cherries playing host, as they had in 
2007, to New York. Early on Rivers went down and Delaware 
had to call upon Rodgers. He responded with two touchdown 
passes to give the Cherries a 21-3 lead.  Déjà vu. This time, 
though,  Delaware  let  the  Empires  cut  the  lead  to  four.  No 
worries.  Rivers  returned  to  lead  the  Cherries  to  two  long 
drives ending with touchdown runs by old pro Priest Holmes 
and Tomlinson. Cherries 35, Empires 17.

The title  game was one for  the ages.  Had the Cherries  not 
defeated  Connecticut,  24-20,  to  win  the  2008  EFL 
championship this book would not exist. You can read —  or 
likely reread — my account of the agony of falling behind by 
17 points and the ectasy of the rally and subsequent locker 
room celebration beginning on page 36.

What factors then helped the 2008 Cherries succeed where the 
arguably more talented 2007 team failed?

One factor I touched upon repeatedly during the season was 
the  acquisition  of  veterans  Holmes  and  Kyle  Brady  as 
stabilizing  locker  room  influences.  There  was  coach  Jon 
Brams´  AdvancedNFLStats.com-inspired  aggressiveness  on 
4th down: the Cherries converted 18 of 24; the other teams 
averaged  only  4  of  10.  And  no  one  should  minimize  the 
impact of  five punt return touchdowns — three by Figurs and 
two by Dante Hall, including the go-ahead score in the title 
game.

But mostly what happened was the Cherries learned from their 
failure of 2007 and simply did in 2008 what it took to become 
champions. Sometimes delayed gratification is the best kind.



Week 1

Saturday, August 9, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Charleston 10 7 10 10 37
Cherries 7 10 0 14 31

Del- F.Brown 51 interception return (J.Kasay kick)
Cha- D.Driver 7 pass from E.Manning (R.Longwell kick)
Cha- FG R.Longwell 27
Del- L.Tomlinson 28 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 31
Cha- J.King 4 pass from E.Manning (R.Longwell kick)
Cha- D.Driver 11 pass from E.Manning (R.Longwell kick)
Cha- FG R.Longwell 40
Del- K.Brady 3 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Cha- K.Curtis 27 pass from E.Manning (R.Longwell kick)
Cha- FG R.Longwell 32
Del- L.Evans 45 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)

Fakhir Brown is off and running for a pick six 
in the first minute of the season
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Defensive Lapses Key in Cherries’ Loss
I thought I could hear the strains of “Happy Days are Here 
Again” wafting from the stands below me as Fakhir Brown 
reached  the  Charleston  end  zone  after  intercepting  Eli 
Manning’s first pass. Who could blame the fans for singing? 
Less than a minute into the new season the Cherries had a 7-0 
lead; it looked like they were picking up right where they left 
off during the 2007 regular season. 

Any such singing was premature, however, for the rebranded 
Cannons would match each Delaware offensive thrust — and 
there were many — to take command in the third quarter and 
outlast  their  hosts,  37-31.  During  the  30-minute  span 
beginning  with  about  five  minutes  left  in  the  first  half, 
Charleston  outscored  the  Cherries  27-7  and  ultimately  left 
them  riffling  through  their  playbook  looking  for  the 
“Desperation” section. 

After his errant first heave to Brown, Manning settled down 
and  displayed  an  accurate  touch  and  poise  under  pressure. 
This wasn’t the Manning of 2006, his rookie season, when he 
completed  only  44  percent  of  his  passes.  Nor  was  it  the 
Manning  of  last  season,  the  one  with  the  54.5  percent 
completion rate and as many interceptions as touchdowns. No, 
this  was  a  different  quarterback,  a  guy in  command of  his 
offense. He completed 23 of 37 passes for 271 yards and four 
touchdowns, and in doing so, he kept the Cherries’ defense off 
balance and guessing. 

Too many times they guessed wrong. 

Case in point: After the Cherries had put together a methodical 
drive, with LaDainian Tomlinson getting help from Michael 
Turner and newcomer Priest Holmes, to cut a 27-17 Cannons 
lead to three with 10:42 to go, Manning repeatedly converted 
third downs to keep the Delaware offense off the field: 

• On 3rd and 2 at the Charleston 31, Manning found 
Donald Driver for a 12-yard gain. 

• On  3rd  and  2  at  the  Charleston  49,  Manning 
connected with Jeff King along the right sideline, and 
the unheralded tight end, a thorn in Delaware’s side 
all night with six catches, deftly maneuvered for 14 
yards. 

• On 3rd and 11 at the Delaware 38, Manning threw a 
bullet to Drew Carter across the middle for exactly 
the number of yards needed to move the chains. 

Two plays later Kevin Curtis got a jump on Lito Sheppard, 
Manning hit  him in stride for  six,  and with 5:15 to go the 
Cherries were right back in a 10-point hole. At that point many 
fans took their leave. 

All told Manning and the Cannons converted eight of their 13 
third down situations. 

The Cherries’ pass rush was missing in action. They failed to 
sack Manning and only got close to him on a few occasions. 
He had plenty of time to go through his progressions. 

When the Delaware defense wasn’t being toasted by Manning, 
they were pretty effective at keeping the Cannons from doing 
much damage on the ground. Unfortunately for the Cherries, 
the damage Charleston did do was bunched in the same drive 
late in the second quarter. Marshawn Lynch ran for 23 yards, 
DeShaun Foster for 17, and then Foster and Lynch each for 9 
more, setting up the Cannons on the Delaware 4. The Cherries 
double-teamed King, but Manning was able to thread the ball 
to him anyway for a touchdown. That pulled Charleston even 
at  17 going into the break and gave their  confidence a big 
boost. 

This one might have ended differently had a holding penalty 
on Jordan Gross not nullified a 63-yard touchdown strike from 
Philip Rivers to Lee Evans on the first play of the second half. 
Had the play stood it would have given the Cherries a 24-17 
lead. As it was they sleepwalked through the rest of the third 
quarter with Rivers fumbling away a snap and then trying to 
force a ball in the left flat to Heath Miller and having it picked 
off by Chad Greenway. The Cannons turned those takeaways 
into 10 points. 

Are  there  positives  the  Cherries  can  take  away  from  this 
disappointing loss? Sure. The offense piled up 434 yards, 41 
more than the Cannons. Tomlinson picked up right where he 
left off last year. He went over 100 yards rushing more than 10 
minutes  before  halftime,  finishing  with  158  yards  on  20 
carries.  Michael  Turner added 51.  Rivers  was 20-for-30 for 
219  yards  and  was  not  sacked.  He  had  completions  to  a 
whopping 10 different receivers, including first-year Cherries 
Chris  Chambers,  Sidney  Rice,  Jason  Avant,  and,  for  a 
touchdown, Kyle Brady. 

The Cherries will need to accentuate the positives and address 
the negatives in time for next Sunday morning in Philadelphia 
for  they  find  themselves  in  an  unaccustomed  spot  —  last 
place.  All  of  their  Central  Division  competitors  won  their 
openers. After the Emps thrashed the Bolts Friday night, last 
night the Hershey Bars went into Syracuse and shocked the 
defending champs,  and the  Lakers  knocked off  Providence. 
Should the Cherries not rebound with a win they would fall 
into an early two-game hole. While there would be ample time 
to dig themselves out, they would prefer not to fritter away 
their margin for error so quickly into the new season. 
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Week 2

Sunday, August 17, 2008, at Philadelphia

1 2 3 4 OT F

Cherries 3 10 7 13 3 36
Philadelphia 0 13 14 6 0 33

Del- FG J.Kasay 46
Del- FG J.Kasay 27

Phila- B.Jacobs 34 pass from B.Favre (L.Tynes kick)
Del- I.Bruce 6 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)

Phila- FG L.Tynes 45
Phila- FG L.Tynes 37
Phila- B.Jacobs 9 pass from B.Favre (L.Tynes kick)

Del- L.Tomlinson 9 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Phila- K.Smith 9 run (L.Tynes kick)

Del- Safety, J.Peppers sacked B.Favre in end zone
Del- Y.Figurs 81 punt return (L.Tomlinson run)

Phila- FG L.Tynes 35
Phila- FG L.Tynes 43

Del- FG J.Kasay 22
Del- FG J.Kasay 33

Julius Peppers sacks Philadelphia’s
Brett Favre for a safety in the 4th quarter
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Defenseless Cherries Need to Plug Holes Fast
Last season the Cherries got off to a slow start defensively. 
They allowed 59 points in their first two games, winning one. 
They  proceeded  to  win  11  of  their  last  12  regular  season 
games,  allowing  fewer  than  13  points  per  game  over  that 
stretch. 

This season the Cherries again stand at 1-1 after two games, 
thanks to LaDainian Tomlinson carrying them on his back in 
overtime against Philadelphia. But they’ve started even more 
slowly on defense — alarmingly so. In the course of giving up 
a total of 70 points to teams not known for robust offense — 
37 to Charleston and 33 to the Lakers — the Cherries’ defense 
has been torched for an average of 425 yards per game! Ouch! 

Yesterday morning, Brandon Jacobs repeatedly sliced through 
the first two layers of Delaware defenders for big gains. Brett 
Favre,  like Eli  Manning the week before,  had  little  trouble 
finding his receivers. Rarely did the Cherries double-team the 
right one. 

So where do the problems lie? 

The  pass  rush  has  been  weak,  for  one.  They’ve  sacked 
opposing quarterbacks only once. (Admittedly,  the one sack 
was  a  game-changer  —  by Julius  Peppers  on  Favre  for  a 
safety early in the fourth quarter.) More problematic I think is 
that the linebacking corps hasn’t jelled yet. Bart Scott moved 
inside  in  the  off-season,  and  it  seems to  me  he  hasn’t  yet 
gotten his sea legs. Rookie LaMarr Woodley thus far has been 
a  downgrade  from  Carlos  Polk  whom the  Cherries  let  get 
away to  Richmond.  Woodley needs  to  adjust  to  the  higher 
speed of the pro game. He may yet come around. On a critical 
play in overtime, he made a splendid play to limit Jacobs to a 
two-yard gain on a screen pass. That led to the punt that set up 
the Cherries’ drive for the winning field goal. 

Let’s  say  the  Cherries’  defense  gets  it  act  together  and 
ultimately decreases its points against down to 25 points per 
game. That would have them giving up 350 for the season, up 
more than 50 percent from the miserly 211 they allowed last 
season.  Given  that  scenario,  even  if  the  offense  were  to 
continue to pile up close to 30 points per game — and that’s 
kind of unlikely — I would be hard-pressed to predict more 
than eight wins. Would eight be enough for them to advance to 
the post-season. Ehh … maybe. In any case they need to — as 
the headline says — plug the holes fast. 

The game yesterday morning in Philly was a classic.  What 
with six — count 'em — six lead changes and an electrifying 
punt  return  for  six  by  Delaware  rookie  Yamon  Figurs,  the 
crowd was on the edge of its seats for most of the second half, 
as well as overtime. Tomlinson almost won it for the Cherries 
in regulation. On 1st and goal from the 8 with 1:22 left, he 
streaked through a huge hole up the middle opened by Nick 

Mangold and Shawn Andrews. Only LaRon Landry had a shot 
at  Tomlinson,  and  Landry  appeared  to  be  hopelessly  off 
balance. Had not Tomlinson lost his footing at the 3, he would 
have scored — and he knew it. 

Tomlinson later  said,  “After  I  slipped when we could have 
won without O.T., I told coach [Jon Brams] and ‘Seventeen’ 
[Philip Rivers], just give me [the ball in overtime] — I got 
this!” Boy did he ever have it! 

Coincidentally,  the  Cherries  won  by  the  same  36-33  score 
back on October 15, 2006, at home against Albany, and that 
was also a nationally-televised Sunday morning game. Besides 
the  late  drama,  the  TV audience  for  yesterday’s  game  had 
some interesting strategy on the part  of Brams to chew on. 
Uncharacteristically,  he went for first  downs three times on 
4th and short — and all three gambles paid off: 

• On the first Cherries possession, facing 4th and 1 at 
the  Delaware  39,  Brams  sent  Tomlinson  up  the 
middle for a gain of 4. When the drive stalled again, 
the Cherries were in field goal range, and John Kasay 
connected from 46 yards out to put Delaware on the 
scoreboard. 

• With  the  Cherries  leading  3-0  early  in  the  second 
quarter, they had a 4th and 3 on their own 47. Rivers 
found Tomlinson over the middle for an 8-yard gain. 
Kasay then kicked another field goal to make it 6-0. 

• Near the midpoint of the third quarter Tomlinson ran 
up  the  middle  for  17  yards  on  4th  and  1  at  the 
Cherries  40.  The  drive  culminated  with  a  9-yard 
scoring pass  from Rivers  to  Tomlinson,  which  tied 
the game at 20. 

In response to questioning, Brams said, “I read online about a 
study that said coaches are too conservative on fourth down. I 
decided  to  try  things  a  little  differently.  It’s  irritating,  you 
know,  to  wave  the  white  flag  when  a  drive  is  just  getting 
cranked up. Odds are you can make a few yards. And this time 
we did — and each time it led to points. I’m a believer.” 

If  not  for  those  4th  down gambles  yesterday,  the  Cherries 
might  well  be  staring  up  today  at  a  two-game  gap  in  the 
division. 

By the way,  the Cherries’ victory was their fourth in a row 
over  the  Lakers.  This  decade  the  Delaware-Philadelphia 
rivalry has been marked by streaks. Before the current streak 
started in 2006, the Lakers had beaten the Cherries six straight 
times from 2003 to 2006. Before that the Cherries had taken 
four straight from the Lakers from 2001 to 2003, a streak that 
began after the Lakers had prevailed three times in a row from 
2000 to 2001.
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Week 3

Saturday, August 23, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

New York 0 3 14 3 20
Cherries 10 3 7 7 27

Del- FG J.Kasay 43
Del- L.Tomlinson 10 run (J.Kasay kick)
NY- FG R.Lindell 44
Del- FG J.Kasay 40
NY- D.Stallworth 9 pass from J.Delhomme (R.Lindell kick)
Del- L.Tomlinson 12 run (J.Kasay kick)
NY- L.Washington 13 run (R.Lindell kick)
Del- C.Chambers 17 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
NY- FG R.Lindell 37

Ben Graham gets off a 62-yard punt in the 4th quarter 
to pin New York inside their 25-yard line
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Kicking Game Decisively Tilted Field in Cherries’ Favor
When a team is outgained, as the Cherries were last night by 
the Empires 343-307, but still manages to win, the outcome is 
usually  swung  by  one  or  more  of  these  factors:  penalties, 
turnovers, and special teams play. 

• Penalties — Move along; nothing to see here. In fact, 
the Cherries attracted more attention from the zebras, 
with  7  infractions  for  55  yards,  compared  to  New 
York’s 6 for 35. 

• Turnovers — The only turnover in the game came in 
the  second  quarter  when  Kelly  Gregg  recovered  a 
fumbled snap by Jake Delhomme at  the New York 
37. The Cherries  managed to convert  the takeaway 
into only three points, though. Without John Kasay’s 
40-yard field goal, the Cherries would still have had 
enough points to win. 

• Special teams play — Ah, this is the one! 

What in particular was it, then, about the special teams play 
that made the difference for Delaware in its 27-20 victory? It 
wasn’t place-kicking. Kasay and the Emps’ Rian Lindell each 
connected on two medium-to-long distance field goals.  Nor 
was it a kick or punt return that went the distance. 

Rather,  it  was the  way the Cherries  tilted  the  field in  their 
direction with excellent kickoff and punt return coverage and 
returns. 

Lindell’s  kickoffs  were  consistently  short,  and  the  ageless 
Dante Hall’s returns were consistently long. Hall almost broke 
his return of the opening kickoff all the way and came close to 
doing  so  on  a  later  return.  Four  times  the  Cherries  started 
drives after kickoffs outside the 35. Those drives accounted 
for 17 points.

On the other hand, Kasay’s kickoffs were consistently long, 
and the Cherries’ coverage was outstanding. Only once in six 
tries did Leon Washington return a Kasay kickoff outside the 
30, and on that possession the Emps went three-and-out. 

Recall it was Washington that broke open New York’s season 
opener on national TV with an 88-yard return for a touchdown 
against Baltimore. I’ll bet that won’t be the last time he takes 
one to the house. He is fast and shifty. The Cherries’ kickoff 
coverage team really rose to the occasion. 

The story on punts was much the same, albeit the differences 
were not as stark. Washington returned only a single punt for 
four yards. He twice called for fair catches. Yamon Figurs of 
the Cherries,  on the other  hand,  had  a  couple  of  nice  punt 
returns in the second quarter — 12 and 9 yards. Neither led to 
a score, though. 

Washington’s punt return was noteworthy because it was the 
culmination  of  the  payoff  on  a  gamble  by Jon  Brams at  a 
critical  juncture  in  the  game.  With  6:54  remaining and  the 
Cherries holding a 7-point lead, they had to punt from inside 
their 20. Ben Graham got off an ordinary punt — 42 yards — 
and Washington was tackled immediately at his own 43. 

The Emps were flagged for an offsides penalty, though, and 
Brams, hoping to relieve pressure from his defense, made the 
risky decision to have Graham kick again.  Graham and the 
Cherries’ coverage team justified Brams’ confidence, Graham 
by  booming  62-yard  kick  to  the  New  York  18  and  the 
coverage team by corraling Washington before he could turn 
upfield at the Emps’ 22. 

The 21-yard net  starting field position handicap proved too 
much for the Emps to overcome. After they got a couple of 
first downs to move into Cherries territory, the Delaware pass 
defense, which had been abused by Delhomme in the second 
half up to that point, reasserted itself by forcing four straight 
incompletions.  The  last,  which  came  when  Fakhir  Brown 
jarred the ball loose from intended receiver Donte Stallworth, 
all but sewed up the win for the Cherries. 

With that they took over on their own 38, yet another instance 
of fortuitous field position. Although they went three-and-out, 
Graham pinned Washington inside the New York 10 with a 
beautifully  placed  punt,  yet  another  instance  of 
disadvantageous field position for the Emps.

Ben Graham
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Week 4

Saturday, August 30, 2008, at Washington

1 2 3 4 OT F

Cherries 7 0 10 7 3 27
Washington 0 10 7 7 0 24

Del- C.Chambers 10 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Wash- A.Peterson 2 run (D.Akers kick)
Wash- FG D.Akers 47
Wash- A.Peterson 4 run (D.Akers kick)

Del- L.Tomlinson 17 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 42
Del- L.Tomlinson 4 run (J.Kasay kick)

Wash- C.Cooley 9 pass from T.Jackson (D.Akers kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 39

LaDainian Tomlinson scores the second of his two touchdowns 
to give the Cherries a short-lived 24-17 lead over Washington
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Tomlinson Carried Cargo in the Clutch
As a team the Cherries had to give 125 percent to beat the 
Caps 27-24 in an emotionally draining overtime thriller. That 
would be 100 percent for the four quarters of regulation and 
another  25 for what was just  shy of the entire  allotment of 
overtime. 

Of all  45 Delaware players,  none better  exemplified giving 
that 125 percent than LaDainian Tomlinson. In overtime alone 
he took the leading role in a 10-play, 64-yard drive that should 
have won the game with 1:15 left. Then, when that didn’t pan 
out because John Kasay missed a chip shot, Tomlinson set up 
the winning score a minute later with a huge 36-yard catch-
and-run.  He  finished  with  172  rushing  yards  on  28  trips, 
including a couple of touchdowns, and 7 catches for 93 yards, 
for a total production of 265 yards. That’s a formidable output 
even for five quarters. 

Even though the winning points weren’t produced in that near-
miss drive, which began with 6:36 left in overtime, it’s worth 
recounting Tomlinson’s clutch contributions, for the drive did 
keep the ball out of Washington’s hands for five minutes: 

• After Tony Richardson and then Tomlinson failed to 
move  the  chains  on  2nd  and  3rd  and  short  near 
midfield, Jon Brams decided to gamble on 4th and 1. 
The  overtime  clock  had  run  down  under  four 
minutes, and, as Brams would explain, he thought the 
possession might be the Cherries’ last and he knew 
the team would rather go down swinging than settle 
for  a  tie.  Well,  for  those  reasons  and also  because 
going  for  it  was  consistent  with  Brams’  recently 
adopted more aggressive stance on fourth downs. He 
called  Tomlinson’s  number,  to  no  one’s  particular 
surprise, and Tomlinson delivered with a 6-yard dash 
around left end. 

• Two  plays  later  on  2nd  and  6  at  the  Caps  39, 
Tomlinson took a screen pass from Philip Rivers 11 
yards for a first down at the 28. 

After  Kasay  missed  his  25-yard  field  goal  attempt,  it  was 
Washington’s turn to try to move into scoring position. They 
did it when rookie Adrian Peterson blew by Na'il Diggs and 
ran 35 yards to the Delaware 30. Fortunately, Lito Sheppard 
bailed out  the Cherries  on the  next  play when he snatched 
Tarvaris Jackson’s pass intended for the atypically quiet Hines 
Ward; it was Delaware’s only takeaway of the game. 

At  that  point  there  was  but  0:45  left  and  a  tie  seemed 
imminent.  Brams recalled  being  concerned  at  the  time  that 
Rivers,  who  earlier  had  thrown  two  costly  interceptions 
leading to 14 Caps points, might turn the ball over to the Caps 
in  Cherries  territory.  Brams’  revulsion  for  ties  won  out, 
however, and he pulled out the stops offensively. The outcome 
was sweet, largely due to Tomlinson. 

On 1st down at the Cherries 38 with just 0:30 left, Washington 
double-teamed three of Delaware’s four wide receivers. That 
enabled Tomlinson to cut between Bryan Thomas and Dawan 
Landry, take Rivers’ pass in stride just inside the 50, turn on 
the  after-burners  and  motor  all  the  way  to  the  Caps’ 26. 
Washington had been offsides on the play, so it didn’t really 
matter that Tomlinson was dragged down in bounds by Chris 
Harris — the clock stopped with 0:22 left. 

Brams wanted to move the ball  closer for Kasay,  so,  while 
crossing his fingers  against  the spectre of  a fumble,  Brams 
called on the out-of-breath Tomlinson to run up the middle. 
The  snap  and  exchange  were  clean.  The  sure-handed 
Tomlinson securely cradled the ball and moved it four yards 
closer.  Rivers  signaled  for  a  timeout  and  out  came  Kasay 
again.  The veteran kicker’s  opportunity for  redemption was 
unexpected and very welcome, and he made the most of it. 

Tomlinson was  pretty damn good in regulation,  too.  In  the 
third quarter,  he scored his first  touchdown untouched on a 
perfectly executed 17-yard draw play to cut  what had been 
Washington’s  largest  lead,  10 points,  to  17-14.  Then in the 
fourth  quarter,  with  the  score  tied,  his  contributions  were 
instrumental  on  a  91-yard  drive  that  temporarily  put  the 
Cherries back in front with 3:14 remaining in the fourth: 

• Tomlinson started the drive with a 12-yard run behind 
center Nick Mangold. 

• On 1st down at the Caps 18, he took a screen pass 
from Rivers for a first down at the 4. 

• On  the  next  play,  left  guard  Jason  Brown  paved 
Tomlinson’s route around the left corner and into the 
end zone. 

The  lead  was,  as  I  said,  temporary  because  Delaware’s 
“prevent”  defense  prevented  the  Cherries  from  winning  in 
regulation, allowing Jackson and the Caps to go on a 13-play, 
74-yard  drive  —  a  drive  excruciating  from  this  Delaware 
partisan’s standpoint — to score the tying touchdown on a 9-
yard pass to Chris Cooley with under a minute left. 

S'okay,  though.  Had  that  defensive  lapse  been  prevented, 
Tomlinson would  have  been  prevented  from working more 
clutch cargo-carrying magic in overtime. 

And hey,  he  had some help.  Rivers  (26-for-44,  344 yards), 
Chris Chambers (5 catches,  80 yards,  TD),  Heath Miller (5 
catches, 80 yards) weren’t bad either for a Delaware offense 
that  produced 31 first downs and 521 yards — pretty good 
even when spread over nearly five quarters.  Tighten up the 
defense and this three-game winning streak could go on for 
awhile. 
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Week 5

Saturday, September 6, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Hershey 10 0 3 6 19
Cherries 3 13 7 9 32

Her- FG S.Gostkowski 31
Del- FG J.Kasay 42
Her- C.Portis 16 run (S.Gostkowski kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 24
Del- L.Evans 24 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 36
Her- FG S.Gostkowski 20
Del- M.Turner 2 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 40
Del- L.Evans 51 pass from P.Rivers (pass failed)
Her- D.Mason 12 pass from S.McNair (pass failed)

Lee Evans hauls in the first of two touchdowns 
to put the Cherries ahead to stay
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Rivers Syncing with Deeper Receiving Corps
It’s hard to ignore the backsliding of the Cherries’ defense this 
season. But I’ll go easy on that unit here for two reasons: 

• The defense showed signs last  night, in Delaware’s 
32-19 defeat of the Hershey Bars, of changing from 
bending-then-breaking  to  bending-but-not-breaking. 
That’s  an improvement.  While they did once again 
give  up  close  to  400 yards,  they gave  up  only 13 
meaningful points. The other 6 came on the last play 
of  the  game  when  the  outcome  had  long  since 
become inevitable. 

• I wish to focus on Philip Rivers and the offense. Ahh, 
that offense. 

As potent as it was last season, with averages of 29.9 points 
and 361.9 yards per game, it has been turbo-charged here in 
2008 to the tune of 30.6 points and 414.6 yards. Almost all of 
the increase in yardage is attributable to the aerial attack. 

The biggest share of the credit goes to Rivers. He worked hard 
in  the  off-season  to  refine  his  mechanics.  Then,  once  the 
Cherries’ received Chris Chambers by trade from Washington, 
Rivers took the SFL veteran aside and they worked on their 
timing. The 299 passing yards Rivers put up against Hershey 
gives him 1,251 for the season, just 20 less than league leader 
Eli Manning of Charleston. 

It took until week #3 for the Rivers-Chambers collaboration to 
bear  fruit.  In  that  game  against  New  York,  Rivers  led 
Chambers perfectly for a 17-yard insurance touchdown. Then 
the next  week Chambers  really came into his  own against, 
ironically,  the  Caps,  with  five  receptions  for  80  yards, 
including a 10-yard touchdown and a big 20-yard catch-and-
run in overtime to set up what should have the game-winning 
field goal. 

Against  Hershey,  Chambers caught five more passes for  92 
yards. All five moved the chains, the best either a 16-yarder on 
3rd  and  7  in  the  first  quarter,  on  which  he  outwrestled 
defender Napoleon Harris to make the grab, or a play down 
the middle on 2nd and 19 in the second quarter on which he 
broke an arm tackle attempt by Jarrad Page to turn what would 
have set up a 3rd and long situation into a 39-yard gain. Both 
plays helped set up John Kasay field goals. 

On the other side of the formation, Jon Brams has taken the 
unorthodox approach of  having Lee Evans and Isaac Bruce 
share  time.  The approach  seems to  be  working.  Last  night 
Evans had 24- and 51-yard touchdown catches:

• Of the first Brams would later say Evans told him he 
thought  Sam Madison would bite  on  a  play action 
fake. Evans was right. He ran right by Madison and 
had  ample  time  to  wait  for  Rivers’  slightly 
underthrown pass even with Page rapidly closing in. 

The touchdown put the Cherries on top for the first 
time in the game, 13-10. They would remain in front 
the rest of the way. 

• Chalk the second up to Evans’ speed. Rivers found 
Evans a few yards behind the line of scrimmage with 
Madison  off  balance  and  leaning  the  wrong  way. 
Evans stiff-armed Harris and was off to the races. It 
looked like Sean Considine had an angle that would 
enable him to catch up to Evans outside the 10, but 
Evans was simply too fast for him. The spectacular 
play  put  the  Cherries  up  32-13  with  9:21  left, 
virtually turning the game into a laugher. 

Bruce, meanwhile, had only two catches, but his second was 
notable. After Hershey had cut Delaware’s 16-10 halftime lead 
in  half  just  past  the  midway  point  of  the  third  quarter,  a 
holding penalty put the Cherries into a 1st and 20 hole at their 
own 25. Rivers found himself under heavy pressure.  Bruce, 
who was not the primary option on the play, saw what was 
happening and broke off his route. Rivers threw on the run and 
hit Bruce for a 10-yard gain. The drive would culminate with a 
2-yard plunge for a touchdown by Michael Turner, putting the 
Cherries up by 10 as the quarter ended. 

Chambers, Evans, and Bruce have combined for 44 receptions 
so far this season — 18, 16, and 10, respectively. But this is a 
deeper receiving corps than last season, and Rivers is taking 
advantage of that. In addition to the big three wide receivers, 
there are impressive rookies Sidney Rice (9 catches) and Jason 
Avant  (4),  the  reliable  Heath  Miller  (16),  and  LaDainian 
Tomlinson (21) coming out of the backfield. 

Interceptions are a concern, though. Last season Rivers threw 
only six. This season he threw four in the first four games. He 
was not  victimized against  Hershey,  though,  so maybe he’s 
worked the picks out of his system. If so, look out — it will 
take a brilliant game plan and flawless execution to put the 
brakes on this offense. 

By the way, Evans’ second score was set up by a smart play by 
Brian Dawkins,  so smart  even Brams failed to anticipate it. 
Hershey  had  4th  and  3  at  the  Cherries  37.  Steve  McNair 
slightly  underthrew  Greg  Jennings  on  a  deep  route,  giving 
Dawkins an opportunity for a pick. Dawkins realized he would 
be  tackled  immediately,  though,  for  Jennings  had  switched 
into the role of a defensive back and had him wrapped up. So 
Dawkins deftly guided the ball to the turf. 

As  a  result  of  the  incompletion,  the  Cherries  took over  on 
downs at the line of scrimmage, constituting about a 25-yard 
improvement  in  field  position.  Video  showed  Brams 
momentarily  reacting  with  disappointment  by  Dawkins’ 
failure to make the interception. Then he realized the Cherries 
were better off and pumped his fist in Dawkins’ direction with 
an embarrassed grin. 
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Week 6

Saturday, September 13, 2008, at Albany

1 2 3 4 F

Cherries 10 7 3 7 27
Albany 0 13 0 7 20

Del- FG J.Kasay 40
Del- M.Turner 1 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- L.Evans 59 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Alb- FG J.Wilkins 42
Alb- FG J.Wilkins 46
Alb- R.McMichael 15 pass from J.Campbell (J.Wilkins kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 38
Alb- T.Jones 1 run (J.Wilkins kick)
Del- L.Evans 41 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)

Michael Turner fights his way into the end zone on 
4th and goal from the 1 for the first Cherries touchdown
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Quiet Evans Blossoming into a Star
Having coughed up the lead after being ahead from the start, 
the Cherries needed points to break a 20-20 deadlock. They 
had  just  gambled  on  4th  and  2  from their  own  47:  Heath 
Miller  had  delivered  a  crushing  block  to  spring  LaDainian 
Tomlinson for a 9-yard gain. The clock was ticking under six 
minutes,  and now, on 2nd and 7 from the Albany 41,  they 
needed to cash in. 

So they called Lee Evans’ number,  something they’ve been 
doing with increasing frequency. 

And the fourth-year wide receiver delivered. 

The Albany defense keyed on Tomlinson, expecting the EFL-
leading rusher to dent the line yet again. Evans cut toward the 
sideline and found himself some distance from defender Ellis 
Hobbs. Rivers hit Evans with a laser just inside the 30. Evans 
eluded Hobbs, cut to the inside away from Charles Woodson, 
broke back to the outside, and easily outran Dwight Smith to 
the end zone. 

The score, the fourth touchdown reception of 24 or more yards 
by Evans in the last two games, quieted the Albany crowd and 
put  the  Cherries  ahead  27-20.  They  would  survive  two 
subsequent  forays  by the  Racers  into  Delaware  territory to 
earn their fifth straight win. 

Earlier, Evans had found an alley through the Racers’ nickel 
defense and hauled in a pretty, deep spiral from Rivers for a 
59-yard  score.  That  gave  the  Cherries  a  17-0  lead  in  the 
second quarter before Albany had gotten as much as a first 
down. 

Playing a position where flamboyancy is the norm, Evans is a 
quiet  exception.  When he  scores  a  touchdown,  there  aren’t 
displays; he just flips the ball to the official. 

He lets his numbers speak for him: 

Lee Evans’ Career Stats
Year Rec. Yds. Avg. TD
2005 54 778 14.4 3
2006 57 670 11.8 3
2007 56 822 14.7 11
2008 21 396 18.9 5 (through six games)

2008 51 641 12.6 7 (full regular season)

And those numbers show Evans is a model of consistency. Not 
only that, there has been a consistent increase in his scoring 
output. Last season his 11 touchdown receptions led the entire 
EFL. 

With the arrival in the off-season of fellow Wisconsin Badger 
Chris Chambers to play on the opposite side, Evans has seen 
his playing time diminish this season. He is sharing time with 
Isaac Bruce. It  hasn’t affected Evans’ production, though. If 
anything, he’s thriving. One week short of the halfway point 
of the regular season, Evans is tied — with Dwayne Bowe of 
the Lakers and Derrick Mason of the Hershey Bars — for the 
league lead in touchdown catches with 5. 

Evans said he follows the other wide receivers in the league, 
paying particular attention to “guys who put up big numbers” 
such  as  Torry  Holt  of  Providence,  Donald  Driver  of 
Charleston, and Steve Smith of Richmond. Does he think of 
himself as one of those guys? “At times I do,” he said. "But I 
haven't really done it consistently throughout the season." 

The numbers would disagree — and so do I. But if Evans is 
correct  in  his  self-assessment,  let  now  be  the  time  he 
improves, for the injury bug has bitten the Cherries in a way it 
hasn’t since the onset  of the Jon Brams era in 2004. Guard 
Jason Brown missed the Albany game, and he is expected to 
miss the Richmond game as well.  Then last night offensive 
tackle Jordan Gross suffered a bad high ankle sprain and will 
miss at least a few games. 

The  combined  effect  was  immediately  noticeable  as 
Tomlinson was held under four yards per carry for the first 
time this season. As the Cherries weather this rash of injuries, 
they may be forced to increasingly rely on their aerial attack 
— and touchdown-maker Lee Evans. 

The injury bug has afflicted the Cherries’ defense too, by the 
way. Cornerback Fakhir Brown, who had been off to a terrific 
start this season, was injured against Hershey and missed last 
night’s game. He may or may not be back for the Richmond 
game. Hank Poteat did a nice job filling in for Brown. With 
frequent double-team help from Brian Dawkins, Terrell Suggs, 
and Na'il Diggs, Poteat held Albany’s fleet Santonio Holmes 
to  27 yards  on 3 receptions,  plus  he chipped in 6 tackles.  

Lee Evans
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Week 7

Saturday, September 20, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Richmond 0 9 0 6 15
Cherries 3 0 7 6 16

Del- FG J.Kasay 27
Rich- FG M.Stover 37
Rich- FG M.Stover 30
Rich- FG M.Stover 48
Del- I.Bruce 9 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)

Rich- FG M.Stover 34
Rich- FG M.Stover 37
Del- Y.Figurs 87 punt return (run failed)

Rookie Yamon Figurs splits two members of Richmond’s punt 
coverage team on his way to his last minute winning touchdown
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Cherries Hung Tougher Than Some Fans
You couldn’t really blame the not insignificant portion of the 
Delaware Stadium crowd for throwing in the towel with 1:22 
left last night and Richmond holding a 15-10 lead and the ball. 
Aaron Kampman of the Rebels had just trapped Philip Rivers 
into getting sacked by Allen Rossum on a 4th and 13 play at 
the  Rebels  22.  That  ended  a  promising  drive  that  had  the 
crowd  buzzing.  It  seemed  a  frustrating  evening  of  mostly 
fruitless probing by the Cherries’ offense, already handicapped 
by injuries to two starting linemen in previous weeks and to 
LaDainian Tomlinson early in the second quarter, would end 
with the denial of their quest for a 6th straight win. 

The Cherries  themselves  weren’t  ready to give  up,  though. 
Their first task was to get the ball back. 

• On first  down they crowded the line of scrimmage 
and  LaMarr  Woodley  penetrated  the  Rebels’ 
backfield to dump Ryan Grant for a 2-yard loss. 

• On second down Ray Lewis fought  off  a  block by 
Brandon  Gorin  to  limit  Brian  Leonard  to  a  3-yard 
gain. Delaware then called its last timeout with 1:07 
to go. 

• That brought up a 3rd and 9 for Richmond at its own 
32. Would John Dillard call for a pass in an attempt to 
lock up the win? Jon Brams thought so. Sure enough, 
Dillard sent Grant into the crowded middle between 
Lewis and Bart Scott. Grant got open for an instant, 
and Donovan McNabb tried to thread the ball to him. 
McNabb’s throw was low, though, and Grant couldn’t 
reel it in as Scott laid a hard hit on him. 

The  Cherries  had  forced  Richmond  three-and-out,  a  fact 
acknowledged by crowd noise loud enough to cause more than 
a few of the early departing fans in sections of the parking lot 
visible from the press box to reverse course. 

Pity most of those fans didn’t reenter in time for the next play 
as it represented one of the most dramatic in-game reversals of 
fortune  in  Cherries  history.  Rebels  punter  Donnie  Jones 
outkicked  his  coverage  to  make  it  possible.  Yamon  Figurs 
fielded Jones’ line drive punt at the Delaware 13. When he 
broke into the clear outside the 35, the many fans still present 
let loose with a throaty roar. The noise reached a crescendo 
when the rookie wearing number 16 arrived in the end zone 
and the scoreboard rang up point number 16, good for the one-
point lead. The delirium in the stands extended well beyond 
that point. 

Man,  it  was  loud  — that  roar  could  probably be  heard  in 
Wilmington! Groups of fans in the parking lot could be seen 
sprinting  back  toward  the  stadium.  Want  to  bet  many will 
reconsider next time they think about leaving early? 

The fans thenceforth kept the decibel level up as they willed 
the  Cherries  to  ice  the  win.  Of  course  it  wasn’t  easy.  The 

“prevent” defense flexed alarmingly, allowing the Rebels to 
move to within a McNabb completion of a  potential  game-
winning field goal attempt by Matt Stover, who had scored all 
of Richmond’s points. 

Two big plays helped the Cherries keep from handing the lead 
back: 

• John Kasay sent a high, booming kickoff into the end 
zone and Willie Andrews, in a bid to make a Figurs-
like play, made a poor decision to run it out. A juiced 
Cherries  coverage  team  tackled  him  on  the  17, 
making for poor starting field position. 

• With  only  a  second  left  and  the  Rebels  on  the 
Cherries 47, Julius Peppers threw aside Tra Thomas 
and emphatically slammed McNabb to the turf for a 
game-ending sack, sending the crowd into renewed 
paroxysms of glee. It was the only time Delaware got 
to McNabb all night. 

The Cherries’ 16-15 win was fitting payback for last season 
when  the  teams  met  in  Richmond  and  the  game  likewise 
turned  on  a  big kick  return  — but  in  favor  of  the  Rebels. 
Delaware  had  furiously  rallied  to  erase  a  late  8-point 
Richmond lead with a safety and a touchdown to take a 32-31 
lead with 1:30 to go. They then allowed Antonio Cromartie to 
return the ensuing kickoff 91 yards to the Cherries 8, setting 
up  Kevin  Faulk  to  score  what  would  be  the  winning 
touchdown in a 39-32 Richmond win. 

I asked Brams about having given the Rebels a taste of their 
own medicine. He laughed and said, “Well, that’s not what I 
was thinking while Yamon was heading for the end zone … 
and  honestly  the  thought  hadn’t  occurred  to  me  yet.  But 
you’re right,  there certainly is  a  tit-for-tat  aspect  there,  and 
sooner or later it would have crossed my mind. 

“The difference between that [2007] game and this one was 
the play of our defense. In that game, McNabb killed us [with 
267  yards  passing].  Tonight  we  gave  up  some  yards  [299 
total], but we kept [the Rebels] out of our end zone. When you 
do that, you’re almost always going to get the “W,” and,” he 
winked, “you usually won’t need a big special teams play in 
the last minute.” 

Last night was not business as usual — that’s for sure. With 
the  game  entering  the  last  minute  the  Cherries  needed 
something. And Figurs’ return was it. For the season he has 
returned 5 punts and taken 2 of them all the way. Recall his 
81-yard return for  a touchdown in the fourth quarter in the 
Cherries’ 36-33 overtime win over the Lakers. 

Will he keep that  up? Not bloody likely! But Cherries fans 
will enjoy it while it lasts — especially those among them not 
inclined  to  leave  the  stadium  before  the  outcome  is  truly 
decided.
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Week 8

Saturday, September 27, 2008, at Syracuse

1 2 3 4 F

Cherries 7 6 6 3 22
Syracuse 0 14 0 0 14

Del- L.Tomlinson 13 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Syr- T.McGee 74 interception return (M.Crosby kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 29
Syr- D.Ward 3 run (M.Crosby kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 21
Del- H.Miller 25 pass from P.Rivers (pass failed)
Del- FG J.Kasay 36

Philip Rivers exults after completing a touchdown pass to 
LaDainian Tomlinson in the 1st quarter against Syracuse
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Controversial Call Detracting from Cherries’ Accomplishment
As hot  as  Syracuse  coach  John  Heim  was  on  the  sideline 
immediately after a controversial call last night went against 
his  team,  he  was  even  hotter  in  his  post-game  press 
conference. 

Using language too colorful for this family newspaper — so 
I’m not directly quoting him — Heim questioned whether the 
officiating crew, led by veteran referee Grant Justice, should 
ever be assigned to do another game. No doubt the transcript 
of Heim’s commentary will be scrutinized in the league office. 

You can’t blame the guy. The call was indeed questionable and 
was, as it turned out, pivotal in the Crush’s 22-14 loss to the 
Cherries. Heim has to be frustrated. With the defeat the two-
time defending EFL champions fell to a dismal 1-7. Although 
they  have  been  respectable  statistically,  too  often  they’ve 
failed to make big plays when they’ve needed them. 

Had the 2nd and 13 play early in the third quarter stood as a 
Philip Rivers turnover,  Syracuse would have been poised at 
the Cherries 29 to extend their 14-13 halftime lead. As it was 
the  personal  foul  against  defensive  tackle  Kevin  Williams 
negated what appeared to be a fumble recovery by linebacker 
Kawika Mitchell and moved the ball into Crush territory at the 
48. The Cherries went on to score the go-ahead touchdown on 
the drive to take the lead to stay, 19-14. 

Heim and Crush partisans felt Rivers did not have possession 
of the ball at the moment the back of his helmet was brushed 
by Williams’ arm on its way to knocking the ball to the turf. 
It’s easy to understand that point of view, for Rivers, having 
bobbled his second consecutive snap, held the ball by one of 
its ends. Replays were inconclusive as to whether Rivers’ hand 
was truly gripping the ball when Williams’ arm made contact 
with the helmet — and that is the crux of the controversy. 

Jon Brams wasn’t apologetic that the call went the Cherries’ 
way. “Philip had the ball. Look. The league is trying to keep 
quarterbacks  healthy.  All  of  the  officiating  crews  who’ve 
worked our games have, without fail,  called penalties when 
defenders made contact with the quarterback’s helmet — and 
that’s what happened here. We’ve had it happen to us. I admit 
it couldn’t have been easy for Philip to hold the ball by the 
end — but somehow he had it.” 

It’s  a  shame  the  controversial  call  is  detracting  from  the 
Cherries’ having won 7 straight games, tying a team record set 
only once before — 1983. There were a number of positive 
developments to point to in last night’s game: 

• Bolstered  by  the  return  of  Fakhir  Brown  —  and 
Rivers’ “non-fumble” — the Cherries’ defense kept 

the Crush off the scoreboard in the second half. For 
the night Syracuse gained a mere 187 yards, barely 
more  than  half  the  364-yard  average  yield  of  the 
Cherries’ defense coming in, and no Crush play from 
scrimmage gained more than 17 yards. Delaware was 
particularly effective  against  Brian  Westbrook.  The 
versatile running back, who alone had accounted for 
a  lusty 340 yards  against  the  Caps last  week,  was 
held to only 31 yards rushing on 11 trips and 27 yards 
receiving on 4 catches. 

• The  Cherries’ kicking  game  was  tremendous.  Not 
only did  John Kasay hit  on all  3  of  his  field goal 
attempts,  but  on  4  occasions  he  forced  touchbacks 
with  kickoffs  reaching  the  Crush  end  zone.  Ben 
Graham netted 47.4 yards on 7 punts, 4 times pinning 
Syracuse inside their own 20. 

• Aside  from  the  interception  Syracuse’s  Terrence 
McGee took back 74 yards  for  a  game-tying score 
and the two consecutive bobbled snaps, Rivers really 
had  himself  a  pretty  nice  game,  following  upon  a 
half-season  of  consistently  solid  performances.  He 
was 20-for-33 for 227 yards and two touchdowns. On 
the second of those two scoring plays, which ended 
the drive kept alive by the controversial call, Rivers 
floated a perfect  spiral  from 25 yards out to Heath 
Miller, hitting Miller in the numbers two steps from 
the back of the end zone directly in front of the goal 
post.  From  my  perspective  Rivers’  game  is 
demonstrating  greater  maturity  with  each  passing 
week. 

Add  to  these  positive  developments  the  good  news  from 
Washington, where the Caps laid a 27-10 beat-down on the 
Emps, putting New York 2 games behind the Cherries in the 
division  for  the  first  time  this  season.  I’ll  tell  you:  This 
Delaware team isn’t dominating like last season but to me the 
chemistry is better — which could bode well for (shhhh!) the 
post-season. 

The assist the Cherries have gotten from the schedule maker 
of late can only help. When the Cherries go for a new team 
record 8th straight win in Hershey Saturday, they will, for the 
4th consecutive week, be facing a team coming back on short 
rest. Baltimore the next week will make it five straight. The 
league may want to put a check in their scheduling process to 
prevent that type of unfair advantage going forward. For now 
Brams and company are no doubt happy to be the beneficiary.
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Week 9

Saturday, October 4, 2008, at Hershey

1 2 3 4 F

Cherries 7 0 7 17 31
Hershey 7 3 7 7 24

Her- D.Mason 8 pass from S.McNair (S.Gostkowski kick)
Del- S.Rice 7 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Her- FG S.Gostkowski 29
Del- L.Tomlinson 10 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Her- C.Portis 13 run (S.Gostkowski kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 23
Del- L.Tomlinson 3 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- D.Hall 76 punt return (J.Kasay kick)
Her- S.McNair 6 run (S.Gostkowski kick)

Fiery Brian Dawkins celebrates his drive-ending sack of 
Hershey’s Steve McNair in the 4th quarter
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An Old Pro Shows Fellow Cherries the Way
A few weeks ago I wrote how young speedster Lee Evans is 
blossoming into a  star for  the Cherries.  Well,  wouldn’t  you 
know that no sooner did those words get into print that Evans 
virtually disappeared. He continues to start  at  wide receiver 
but his productivity has decreased more than a little. 

Fortunately  for  the  Cherries,  the  player  Evans  shares  time 
with, 14-year veteran Isaac Bruce, has picked up the slack. 

Last night as Delaware knocked off the Hershey Bars, 31-24, 
in Chocolatetown, Philip Rivers twice laid deep balls out for 
Bruce. Both times the crafty wideout reeled in the passes for 
37-yard gains. 

• The  first  came  early  in  the  second  half  with  the 
Cherries  down  14-10.  Bruce  had  just  entered  the 
game after sitting the entire first half. His catch set up 
the Cherries  at  the Hershey 10,  and one play later 
they took a short-lived lead. 

• Then late in the same quarter, with the Cherries again 
trailing by 3, Bruce made a nifty grab over his inside 
shoulder of a slightly underthrown pass near the left 
sideline at the Hershey 28. That led to a game-tying 
field goal by John Kasay. 

After  the  game  Bruce  wouldn’t  refute  my  contention  that 
making  big  contributions  to  wins  over  his  old  team  is 
particularly satisfying. 

Two years ago Bruce’s long, productive term of service for 
Atlantic City seemed to have been forgotten. He spent almost 
all that season on the bench and had only 1 reception. 

In  the  2006-07 off-season  Jon  Brams  thought  Bruce  might 
have more left in the tank, so he engineered a trade to get him 
from the Seagulls straight-up for the inconsistent, seemingly 
allergic-to-the-end-zone Travis Taylor. 

After  Bruce showed some flashes  of his  old form in 2007, 
making  37  catches  for  425  yards  and  4  touchdowns  in  a 
starting role,  Brams decided  Bruce  may be  better  suited  to 
spell Evans on the other side. The experiment is a success thus 
far.  When  Bruce  hasn’t  been  able  to  put  distance  between 
himself  and  opposing cornerbacks,  Evans  has  — and vice-
versa. The tandem now has 56 receptions for 747 yards and 7 
scores. 

Bruce noted that the Cherries have been the winning side in all 
4  of  the  Delaware-Atlantic  City/Hershey  games  since  the 
trade. “That’s been gratifying. There is a team concept here I 
really like. We had that in A.C. for many years but … ,” he 
trailed  off.  “I'm  just  happy to  be  here.”  In  those  4  games, 
Bruce  has  201  yards  on  12  catches,  with  3  going  for 
touchdowns. Taylor, for his part, had only 13 catches last year 
as a Seagull, good for less than 100 yards, and then announced 
his retirement. 

Three other  veterans played major roles for the Cherries in 
their team record eighth straight win: 

• LaDainian Tomlinson practically could have walked 
into  the  end  zone  with  a  screen  pass,  immediately 
after Bruce’s first big gain, to give the Cherries their 
first lead, 14-10, but he had trouble getting going on 
the  ground.  That  trouble  ended  early in  the  fourth 
quarter. With the score knotted at 17, Tomlinson got 
loose arouond the right corner for 49 yards, setting up 
what would be the winning score,  courtesy of L.T. 
himself, on a 3-yard run with 9:08 left. He finished 
the night  with  134 yards  on  24 trips,  hurdling not 
only the  1,000-yard  rushing milestone  but  also  the 
1,100-yard guidepost. 

• Dante  Hall  had  a  37-yard  punt  return  in  the  first 
quarter to pave the way to the Cherries’ first score, 
the first pro touchdown by rookie Sidney Rice. Then 
with 7:39 to go in the game, Hall exploded 76 yards 
for  a  touchdown with another  punt  return,  his  first 
visit to the end zone since 2006. The Cherries would 
eventually need Hall’s insurance points. 

• Brian Dawkins sacked Hershey’s Steve McNair on a 
safety  blitz  with  12:06  remaining  to  force  a  Mike 
Scifres punt. Two plays later Tomlinson ripped off his 
pivotal long gain. 

Relying  heavily on  veterans  can  be  a  double-edged  sword. 
We’re  reaching  the  point  of  the  season  when older  players 
may tire more easily and become more susceptible to injury 
than younger players. The Cherries are an older team. Brams 
may need  to  juggle  his  personnel  more  adroitly  down  the 
stretch.

Isaac Bruce
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Week 10

Saturday, October 11, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Baltimore 14 3 0 3 20
Cherries 7 7 3 0 17

Del- H.Miller 4 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Balt- S.Jackson 25 run (J.Reed kick)
Balt- M.Sellers 1 run (J.Reed kick)
Balt- FG J.Reed 27
Del- M.Turner 4 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 30

Balt- FG J.Reed 37

Lito Sheppard ends a 4th quarter Baltimore scoring threat by
intercepting a Ben Roethlisberger pass intended for Randy Moss
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Late-Arriving Defense Sabotaged Cherries
In  most  of the games during the Cherries’ 8-game winning 
streak,  which  was  ended  last  night  by  Baltimore,  20-17, 
Delaware played just well enough to win. Against the Bolts 
the Cherries played just poorly enough to lose. 

Like many of  the fans,  the Cherries’ defense arrived at  the 
game late.  For the fans the issue was a traffic  jam on I-95 
caused by a nasty accident adjacent to the turnpike rest area. 
That prevented many from seeing the opening kickoff, which 
Dante Hall ran back 84 yards to the Baltimore 1. 

The defense’s late arrival was, of course, figurative. They got 
pushed all over the field on the Bolts’ first three possessions. 
Steven  Jackson  had  105  yards  on  8  carries  during  those 
possessions — he would finish with 156 yards on the ground 
—  while  Randy  Moss  uncustomarily  played  the  role  of 
possession receiver — and played it well I might add. 

By the end of the third possession, Baltimore had accumulated 
17 points, easily wiping out the 7-point lead the Cherries had 
earned in the first two minutes thanks to Hall’s heroics. If not 
for  a  fumbled  snap  on  the  third  possession  by  Ben 
Roethlisberger on 3rd and 7 at the Cherries 12, recovered by 
Jackson, Baltimore would likely have had 21 points. 

Although  the  Cherries’  defense  played  better  after  that, 
keeping the Bolts off of the scoreboard until Jeff Reed’s game-
winning field goal, they were not at any point able to force a 
three-and-out. 

For its part the Cherries’ offense had little success sustaining 
drives.  Jon  Brams  admitted  after  the  game  he  had  game-
planned to exploit an anticipated vacuum in the middle of the 
Baltimore defense caused by the absence of  injured middle 
linebacker Nick Barnett. 

Things didn’t work out as Brams planned:

• John  DiGiorgio  acquitted  himself  rather  well  as 
Barnett’s replacement, even managing 5 tackles. 

• LaDaininan  Tomlinson  was  limited  to  90  yards 
rushing, nearly 35 yards below his average coming 
into the contest. 

• Philip  Rivers  completed  20  of  27  passes,  but  his 
average gain per completion was barely 8 yards. 

Still,  this  was  a  game  that  was  there  for  the  taking  for 
Delaware. The Bolts made enough mistakes — the Cherries 
just failed to take advantage as well as they needed to. As for 
Baltimore’s mistakes, in addition to the coverage lapse on the 

opening  kickoff,  Roethlisberger  threw  interceptions  to  Lito 
Sheppard and Corey Webster. He later lost a fumble to LaMarr 
Woodley on another  bobbled snap,  just  after  Yamon Figurs 
had muffed a punt, gift-wrapping a scoring opportunity for the 
Bolts at the Cherries 33. 

Roethlisberger’s  lost  fumble came with the score tied at  17 
and 10:28 left on the clock. The Cherries got 3 yards on each 
of the next three plays — a pass from Rivers to Heath Miller, 
a run up the middle by Tomlinson and a run around the left 
corner by Tomlinson — leaving them with 4th and 1 at their 
own  27.  Brams  went  with  the  percentage  play  —  a  Ben 
Graham punt — after what appeared to be a bit of hesitation. 

I asked Brams if he considered going for a first down at that 
point, given his more aggressive approach to fourth downs this 
season, one that  had yielded 14 conversions in 18 attempts 
thus far, including a 4-yard run by Tomlinson on 4th and 1 at  
the Baltimore 12 in the second quarter with the Cherries down 
17-7, leading to a touchdown by Michael Turner. 

“I sure did [consider going for it], Rip,” replied Brams. “But 
being it was a tie game and our field position was such that 
failing would have put  [Baltimore]  in  immediate field goal 
range, I decided we better play it safe. I figured we would get 
the  ball  back  with  enough time  left  to  put  a  scoring  drive 
together.  And  remember  we  had  just  dodged  a  bullet  after 
Yamon’s fumble. I didn’t want to tempt fate.” 

Graham’s punt gave the Bolts the bullet they needed — and 
they turned  it  into  Reed’s  game-winner.  While  Brams  was 
right:  The  Cherries  did  get  the  ball  back  with  ample  time 
remaining — 4:34 — and in good field position to boot at 
their 40, thanks to another good kickoff return by Hall — they 
were unable to do anything with it. 

“I kind of wish we had gone for it,” Brams said wistfully. 

Now with the Central Division race suddenly tightened, due to 
wins by the Emps, Hershey Bars, and Lakers, Brams and the 
Cherries  face  a  nationally  televised  Sunday  morning  home 
date with a Connecticut team which, despite a mediocre 5-5 
record, has the inside track toward the Northern Division title 
and  a  playoff  berth.  Brams  will  need  to  have  his  defense 
primed to lock down the Comets from the get-go, a goal made 
that much more elusive by the expected absences of not only 
Terrell Suggs, who missed the Baltimore game, but also Julius 
Peppers, who went down late in the first half last night. Tom 
Brady and his favorite target Jerricho Cotchery will no doubt 
be licking their chops. 
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Week 11

Sunday, October 19, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Connecticut 10 3 3 18 34
Cherries 7 6 14 14 41

Con- FG N.Kaeding 37
Con- W.McGahee 38 run (N.Kaeding kick)
Del- L.Tomlinson 4 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 27
Con- FG N.Kaeding 38
Del- FG J.Kasay 37
Del- M.Turner 14 run (J.Kasay kick)
Con- FG N.Kaeding 31
Del- L.Tomlinson 4 run (J.Kasay kick)
Con- J.Cotchery 26 pass from T.Brady (W.McGahee run)
Con- W.Blackmon 84 punt return (N.Kaeding kick)
Del- L.Evans 32 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Del- L.Tomlinson 14 run (J.Kasay kick)
Con- FG N.Kaeding 39

Kenyon Coleman recovers a fumble by Connecticut’s Willis 
McGahee late in the game to help secure the Cherries’ win
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Cherries Starring in What May Be TV’s Best Reality Show
Back  in  the  middle  of  August,  the  Cherries  played  a 
nationally-televised  Sunday  morning  game  in  Philadelphia 
against the Lakers. It was a wild contest in which the Cherries 
forced overtime with a John Kasay field goal with 0:30 left in 
regulation and then won, 36-33, on another Kasay field goal 
4½ minutes into the extra session. That game featured six lead 
changes, four ties, and more than 800 yards in offense. 

Yesterday morning ASPN featured the Cherries again — this 
time at home — and while viewers didn’t get overtime, they 
once  again  got  a  liberal  dose  of  “reality  TV”  excitement. 
When  the  emotional  rollercoaster  ride  was  over,  the  home 
team  was  on  the  long  end  of  a  41-34  score,  and  visiting 
Connecticut was left to lick its wounds. 

I can’t say TV brings out the best in the Cherries. But it does 
seem  to  bring  out  the  most  excitement  —  and  so  far  this 
season the outcomes have been good. So stand back, Survivor; 
desist,  Deal  or  No Deal;  run  away,  American  Idol;  depart, 
Dancing With the Stars;  pull  up stakes,  Project  Runway — 
there is  a new and, for my money, more compelling reality 
offering on the tube these days. And remember, Cherries fans, 
ASPN will again be carrying the playoffs. 

I couldn’t hear the ASPN audio feed in the press box, but no 
doubt  their  announcing  team  remarked  on  how  quiet  the 
stadium got when Will Blackmon of the Comets ran back a 
Ben Graham punt 84 yards for a  go-ahead touchdown with 
5:43 left. You could have heard a program drop. The amazing 
rookie’s 4th punt return touchdown of the season capped a 15-
point run in a minute, 47 seconds. 

Down 31-27 with limited remaining time, the Cherries knew a 
field  goal  wouldn’t  be  enough.  They needed  a  touchdown. 
They got two! 

Relying principally on LaDainian Tomlinson, Delaware drove 
into Connecticut territory as the clock ticked down to less than 
3½ minutes. Then there was a string of five consecutive plays, 
not counting extra points, in which everything went right for 
the Cherries: 

• On 3rd and 1 at the Comets 43, Tomlinson went high 
between two defenders to snag a Philip Rivers pass 
down the  middle  for  an  11-yard  gain  — a  simply 
marvelous catch. 

• “Next,” Jon Brams said after the game, “We took our 
shot. I was going to have Philip go to Lee [Evans] in 
the flat but then I thought, ‘What the hell — let’s be 
bold.’” Rivers boldly fired the shot and put it near the 
left  edge  of  the  end  zone where  only Evans  could 
reach it and get  his feet  down inbounds, out of the 
potential grasp of Connecticut’s Al Harris, who was 

applying  pretty  good  coverage.  Evans  made  the 
catch, the fans found their voices, and, with Kasay’s 
conversion, the Cherries were back in front,  34-31. 
Game.

• Koren Robinson took Kasay’s kickoff at his goal line 
and  made  it  only  as  far  as  the  15  before  he  was 
leveled by David Barrett. 

• Tom Brady handed off to Willis McGahee who tried 
to go around the right corner. LaMarr Woodley and 
Michael  Montgomery  had  McGahee  hemmed  in 
pretty well. He thought he saw an opening, though, 
and made a quick cut with the intent to turn it inside. 
In doing so he bumped the ball with his thigh and it 
went flying. Kenyon Coleman was trailing the play 
from all  the  way on  the  other  side,  and  he  alertly 
cradled the ball at the Comets 14. Set.

• Tomlinson took off toward the pylon on the right side 
of the end zone with the Connecticut defense packed 
in tight.  He put  a  nice move on Jevon Kearse just 
outside the 10 and dashed in for his 3rd touchdown of 
the game. Match. 

No one relaxed, though, either in the stadium or — I suspect 
— in their easy chairs at home until Dante Hall corralled Nate 
Kaeding’s onside kick with 0:30 to go. 

Now the Delaware defense didn’t have the best day, I have to 
admit. The Comets gained 357 yards with an average gain per 
play of 6.4. But consider the Cherries were playing without 2 
key  starters  —  Julius  Peppers  and  Terrell  Suggs.  Then 
consider the Cherries saw Fakhir Brown go down early in the 
3rd quarter and Ray Lewis go down with 11 minutes to go. In 
that light the defense hung in pretty well.

The Delaware kick coverage, which had heretofore this season 
been pretty solid, had a couple of critical lapses and may be a 
reason for concern. In addition to allowing Blackmon to take 
it  to  the  house,  they  let  Derek  Stanley  return  the  opening 
kickoff 49 yards to midfield, leading to Kaeding’s first field 
goal. The way I figure it the Cherries coverage team was due 
to be burned and the fact that they were able to overcome the 
lapses  to pick up the “W” makes the lapses  a  lot  easier  to 
swallow. 

For the Cherries  the  reality of  yesterday morning was they 
picked up a win they absolutely needed to have with the pesky 
Emps  still  nipping  at  their  heels.  Delaware  has  another 
potential playoff preview coming up in week 12 as well — on 
the road Saturday night against the Steam Roller. It’s hard to 
believe,  but  at  2-9  Providence  is  still  mathematically  in 
contention for the Northern Division title! 
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Week 12

Saturday, October 25, 2008, at Providence

1 2 3 4 F

Cherries 0 17 0 6 23
Providence 3 7 7 0 17

Pro- FG M.Nugent 43
Del- FG J.Kasay 46
Pro- H.Evans 2 run (M.Nugent kick)
Del- L.Tomlinson 2 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- L.Tomlinson 8 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Pro- S.Morris 2 run (M.Nugent kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 19
Del- FG J.Kasay 31

John Kasay kicks his 3rd field goal doubling the 
Cherries’ lead over Providence late in the game
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Slow and Steady Yields Winning Points for Cherries
Taking over possession on their own 17 with the score tied at 
17 and 12:46 left, the Cherries could afford to melt some clock 
— as long as they managed to put some points on the board. 
Melt it they did … 9 minutes later they had a 4th and goal on 
the Providence 2. 

While a touchdown would have been nice — and would have 
gone a long way toward easing or even preventing the anxiety 
which was to follow — the only real option was to bring on 
John Kasay for a field goal attempt. Kasay hit it  to put the 
Cherries back in front, 20-17, and they went on to post their 
10th win of the season, 23-17. 

During  that  epic  19-play,  81-yard  march,  the  Cherries 
accumulated  6  first  downs.  The  drive  exemplified  their 
offensive versality. Yes, there was a healthy dose of LaDainian 
Tomlinson — 7 rushes for 36 of his total ground output of 90 
yards  — but  several  other  members  of  the  unit  made  key 
plays: 

• Heath Miller set the drive in motion with an 11-yard 
reception of a Philip Rivers pass. 

• On 3rd and 10 at the Delaware 28, Lee Evans caught 
a Rivers pass and as he was hit, stretched just past the 
first down marker to move the chains. 

• On 4th and 3 at the Steam Roller 36 with 7:43 to go, 
Jon  Brams  contemplated,  in  order,  a  Ben  Graham 
pooch  punt  and  a  long  Kasay  field  goal  attempt, 
before realizing what  Rivers  and his teammates  on 
the field already knew: You’ve gotta go for it in this 
spot!  Brams  called  Chris  Chambers’  number. 
Chambers  ran  several  yards  past  the  line  of 
scrimmage, cut sharply to his left, and Rivers hit him 
in stride for  a  10-yard gain,  and a drive-sustaining 
first down. 

• After a holding call with goal-to-go set the Cherries 
back to the 14, Jason Avant made a nice catch over 
the  middle  on  3rd  down  and  dragged  Marcus 
Washington to the 2, making Kasay’s job a cinch. 

There  was  tension  in  the  air  right  down  to  the  last  snap, 
though. Down by 6 in the last two minutes, the Steam Roller 
got great field position on a poorly covered kickoff return by 
Aundrae Allison and closed to within 26 yards of a potential 
go-ahead touchdown. Glass half empty-types among Cherries 
partisans — like myself — were looking at the scoreboard and 
envisioning a painful 24-23 loss. But big plays on the last two 
snaps by Kenyon Coleman — a sack,  the Cherries’ first  in 

three weeks — and Brian Dawkins — a knocked down long 
pass intended for Torry Holt — preserved the win. 

Indeed,  nothing  came  easy  for  the  Cherries  against 
Providence.  They  thought  they  were  getting  a  break  when 
Steam Roller coach Ri Divine ran up the white flag for the 
season  and  opted  to  start  Gus  Frerotte  at  quarterback  over 
Marc  Bulger.  But  Frerotte  made  a  number  of  well-timed 
throws,  in  particular  to  Wes  Welker.  Frerotte’s  222-yard 
performance  recalled  to  some  degree,  in  fact,  his  mid-’90s 
work for the Rebels, with one notable exception: the 3 first 
half interceptions he threw to Lito Sheppard. 

Sheppard’s acccomplishment was the bright spot in the first 
half for the Cherries’ defense. They otherwise started slowly, a 
failing which seems to have become a chronic problem. Dante 
Hall  didn’t  help  matters  by fumbling  away Derrick  Frost’s 
first punt, effectively giving the Steam Roller a 3-0 lead. Hall 
would make up for that in the second quarter, just after Heath 
Evans had scored to give Providence a 10-3 lead with 7:44 left 
in the half. Mike Nugent’s ensuing kickoff was caught by Hall 
on the 6. He angled toward the right sideline, broke into the 
clear  outside the 35, and made it  all  the way to the Steam 
Roller 10 before he was tripped up. It was Hall’s second 84-
yard kick return in the last three games. 

Two plays later Tomlinson ran in from the 2 to knot the score 
at 10, meaning Providence’s only signficant lead of the game 
lasted  a  mere  minute  and  16  seconds.  Five  minutes  later 
Tomlinson caught an 8-yard scoring pass from Rivers to cap a 
17-point  Cherries  burst  in  the  second  quarter.  It  was 
Tomlinson’s 5th touchdown in the last 2 games. While Rivers 
has piloted the Delaware offense adroitly since he became the 
starter last season, one can’t deny it’s Tomlinson that provides 
the spark. 

As hard as it may be to believe, the Cherries may need an 11th 
win  to  secure  a  spot  in  the  playoffs.  Among  their  closest 
competitors, the Emps and the Caps both won last night. The 
other  close competitor,  Baltimore,  plays  in  Connecticut  this 
morning. The way the Northern Division teams have fared this 
season,  you  can  just  about  count  upon  the  Bolts  further 
muddying the playoff waters. 

With  divisional  tests  for  the  Cherries  looming  against 
Philadelphia and at New York, they may be able to use another 
9-minute  scoring  drive  — or  two  — during  crunch  times. 
Lightning strikes sure help — just ask Dante Hall — but the 
surest  route to victory is often slow and steady, with ample 
clock meltage. 
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Week 13

Saturday, November 1, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Philadelphia 13 14 7 10 44
Cherries 0 10 0 15 25

Phila- J.Gaffney 57 pass from B.Favre (kick failed)
Phila- B.Jacobs 4 pass from B.Favre (L.Tynes kick)
Phila- D.Bowe 9 pass from B.Favre (L.Tynes kick)

Del- I.Bruce 37 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
Phila- Q.Jammer 9 interception return (L.Tynes kick)

Del- FG J.Kasay 51
Phila- V.Shiancoe 6 pass from B.Favre (L.Tynes kick)
Phila- B.Favre 1 run (L.Tynes kick)

Del- H.Miller 10 pass from A.Rodgers (L.Evans pass from A.Rodgers)
Phila- FG L.Tynes 22

Del- C.Chambers 2 pass from A.Rodgers (J.Kasay kick)

Isaac Bruce catches a 37-yard touchdown pass from
Philip Rivers to get the Cherries on the scoreboard
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Rodgers Lights Up Dreary Night of Scoreboard Watching
The Cherries were flat from the start. Their former teammate 
Brett Favre picked apart the defense, and Philip Rivers, save 
for one lovely bomb to Isaac Bruce, was dreadful. The final 
was 44-25, Lakers, and it would have been worse if not for the 
Cherries recovering each of their 4 fumbles  and the play of 
one Aaron Rodgers. 

As  the  Lakers’  lead  mounted  to  34-10  on  Favre’s  4th 
touchdown  pass,  the  attention  of  the  crowd  increasingly 
drifted  away  from  the  uninspiring  action  on  the  field  and 
toward the scoreboard. The Bolts had their hands full with the 
Rebels, and the Caps were in trouble in Charleston. Many fans 
knew a loss by either Baltimore or Washington would put the 
Cherries  in  the  playoffs,  which  would remove some of  the 
smell  emanating  from  the  rotten  egg  the  home  team  was 
laying. 

When  Favre  added  insult  to  injury  by  sneaking  for  a 
touchdown and extending the Lakers’ lead to 41-10 with 12:42 
to go, a half-hearted chant of “We want Rodgers” arose from a 
few sections of the stands. The chanters wanted Rivers to get 
the hook. 

Jon  Brams  obliged.  Rodgers,  the  second  year  backup 
quarterback  from Cal,  shook  off  the  cobwebs  accumulated 
during nearly a full season of riding the bench to try to solve 
the Philadelphia prevent defense. He completed his first pass 
to Lee Evans but for a 2-yard loss. The crowd grumbled and 
looked  back  at  the  scoreboard.  At  that  moment  there  was 
further reason for angst as the board showed the Caps had just 
cut their 11-point deficit to 5. 

But  then  Rodgers  recaptured  the  fans’ attention  by  hitting 
Chris Chambers, Evans, Sidney Rice, Evans, and Chambers in 
succession to  move the Cherries  to  the Lakers  41. He next 
missed  connections  with  Rice  but  made  up  for  that  by 
scrambling for a first down on 3rd and 3. He then caught fire 
again  with  completions  to  Chambers,  Heath  Miller,  Kyle 
Brady,  and  finally on  3rd  and  5  at  the  Philadelphia  10,  to 
Miller for a touchdown. The 10 completions were one more 
than Rivers managed in more than three quarters of work. For 
good measure Rodgets hit Evans running a fade route for a 
two-point conversion. 

Rodgers wasn’t done. 

As Philadelphia tacked on a Lawrence Tynes field goal with 
2:16  left,  the  Washington-Charleston  score  on  the  board 
flashed  to  “Final”.  The  Cannons  had  pulled  off  the  upset, 
meaning the Cherries had backed into a playoff berth — they 
will either play New York, Washington, or Connecticut. That 
news  buoyed  what  was  left  of  the  crowd.  They  cheered 
Rodgers’ return  to  the  field,  and their  level  of  engagement 
steadily increased as Rodgers picked up right where he left 
off. 

He  completed  9  more  passes,  with  only  a  single  misfire, 
driving  the  Cherries  70  yards  in  less  than  2  minutes.  As 

Rodgers lined up behind center at the Lakers 2 with just one 
second remaining, the noise level was such that he needed to 
motion to the crowd to dial down a bit so his teammates could 
hear  his signals.  It  was a downright  bizarre scense.  He got 
little cooperation from the stands but nonetheless rewarded the 
fans’ enthusiasm by hitting Chambers in the end zone to end 
the game. 

During his relief stint Rodgers was an incendiary 19-for-21 for 
137 yards! 

Now  let’s  put  his  performance  in  perspective.  The  Lakers’ 
defense was striving to prevent the Cherries not from scoring 
but  from  scoring  fast.  On  that  metric  Philadelphia  was 
successful. Rodgers did not have any completions longer than 
15  yards,  and  the  two  drives  he  led  used  up  a  total  of  8 
minutes of clock time. But there’s no denying Rodgers ran a 
clinic  on  how to  attack  a  prevent  defense.  His  timing  and 
accuracy were extraordinary. There’s also no denying Rodgers 
has been exceptionally successful each and every time he has 
relieved Rivers.  Besides  last  night,  back in Rodgers’ rookie 
season of 2007: 

• The first two passes Rodgers threw — in weeks 5 and 
6 — were touchdowns. 

• In week 10 he played the entire second half against 
Syracuse, completing 6 of 9 passes for 54 yards. 

• In week 14, again coming on for the second half with 
a  28-0  lead,  he  was  5-for-9  for  60  yards  and  a 
touchdown against Albany. 

Although  none  of  his  appearances  have  come  in  pressure 
situations, one thing is clear: The guy has a boatload of talent. 

Will he get a chance to start for the Cherries? Not likely. As 
Rodgers said after the game, “Look, Philip [Rivers] is the guy 
here. Look at his record as a starter [22-6 regular season, 0-1 
playoffs]. I’m learning a lot about how to win in this league by 
watching him.” 

Does Rodgers think he can win as a starter at this level? “I 
have a lot of confidence. I like it here but if I’m not going to 
get a chance to start — and I won’t unless Philip gets hurt — 
then I’d be open to a trade.” Who could blame him? 

His  performance  last  night  would  certainly  have  to  have 
increased his market value. How the Cherries exploit this, if 
they do at all, will be one of the more intriguing subplots of 
the coming off-season. 

But  let’s  not  get  ahead  of  ourselves  … Rivers  is  always  a 
blindside  blitz  away  from  getting  sidelined,  and  though  I 
wouldn’t  wish  that  on  the  starter  or  the  team,  having  an 
opportunity to  see  how Rodgers  reacts  under  pressure  next 
week or in the playoffs would be rather interesting.
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Week 14

Saturday, November 8, 2008, at New York

1 2 3 4 F

Cherries 7 14 3 3 27
New York 0 3 7 3 13

Del- L.Evans 23 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
NY- FG R.Lindell 31
Del- M.Turner 36 run (J.Kasay kick)
Del- H.Miller 4 pass from P.Rivers (J.Kasay kick)
NY- W.Parker 32 run (R.Lindell kick)
Del- FG J.Kasay 33
NY- FG R.Lindell 38
Del- FG J.Kasay 37

Heath Miller catches a 4-yard scoring pass from Philip Rivers
 to extend the Cherries’ lead over New York to 21-3
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Cherries Find Few Land Mines in New York
Surprisingly often the first play from scrimmage of a football 
game sets the tone — or even establishes the theme — for the 
remainder of the game. 

Last night in New York was such a play. 

LaDainian Tomlinson burst 23 yards off left tackle through an 
opening  created  by  Jason  Brown  and  Chris  Samuels. 
Tomlinson would carry the ball 9 more times on that drive. By 
the end of the first quarter he had 13 carries for 98 yards, and 
the Cherries had a 7-0 lead. 

He  would  carry  the  ball  only  one  more  time,  but  it  was 
significant for a couple of reasons: 

• The  play,  a  Heath  Miller-propelled  sprint  off  right 
tackle with 3:52 left in the half, went for 41 yards and 
set  up  a  Miller  touchdown  which  expanded  the 
Cherries’ lead  to  21-3.  They faced  little  resistance 
from the Emps the rest of the way, ultimately taking 
the measure of their hosts, 27-13. 

• When Tomlinson was tackled he landed awkwardly 
and  got  up  favoring  his  right  leg.  He  could  have 
stayed in the game, he said afterward, but Jon Brams 
decided  to  play it  safe  and  pull  him.  Tomlinson is 
expected  to  be  ready  and  at  full  strength  for  the 
playoffs. 

Besides, his understudy, Michael Turner, had already proved 
himself to be on his game, blasting 36 yards up the middle for 
a touchdown earlier in the quarter. 

Turner  would  make  the  most  of  his  opportunity  for  more 
playing time,  flashing the  form of last  season,  his  best  for 
Delaware thus far. His 12 carries last night were good for 133 
yards, with gains of 22 and 46 in addition to the touchdown. 

Add to that Tomlinson’s 139 yards on 14 carries and Priest 
Holmes’ 17 on 7, and the Cherries’ land rush over the course 
of the evening acquired an impressive 289 yards. Philip Rivers 
had the luxury of picking his spots, usually catching the New 
York defense off balance. For the night he was 15-for-21 for 
130 yards and a pair of scores, the one to Miller and before 
that a pretty 23-yard hook-up with Lee Evans. 

The win was the Cherries’ most impressive of the season, not 
only subjectively speaking, but also by the objective metric of 
margin of victory. The 14-point margin exceeded by one the 
margin of the 32-19 beating they administered September 6 to 
Hershey. 

But it wasn’t just the offense that was dominant. The 13 points 
given up by the defense was their stingiest yield of the season, 
one less than the 14 they allowed to Syracuse September 27. 

• Emps tight end Tony Gonzalez came into the game 
with a league-leading 91 catches. The Cherries held 
him to 2 for 16 yards. 

• Running back Willie Parker entered the night third in 
the  league  in  rushing  with  1,471  yards,  74  behind 
Tomlinson. The Cherries held Parker in check for the 
most part. Although he did get loose for an easy 32-
yard  score  in  the  3rd  quarter,  the  only  New  York 
touchdown, his other 22 carries netted him only 62 
yards. 

• Quarterback  Matt  Moore  wasn’t  sacked,  but  the 
Delaware defense got pretty good pressure on him all 
night, and its pass coverage was sound. As a result, 
Moore was able to complete only 13 of his 36 passes 
for 157 yards. Fakhir Brown picked off one of them. 

Ahh,  Matt  Moore  …  the  rookie  from  Oregon  State  is 
definitely a  work-in-progress.  Wouldn’t  the  Cherries  like to 
see him behind center for New York when the two teams face 
off in the playoffs next Sunday morning? I’ll bet they would! 

But they probably won’t see Moore. 

Emps coach Roman Gotham said after  the game that  Chad 
Pennington had  rejoined  his  team and would likely get  the 
starting nod. 

The Emps enjoyed much success with Pennington, who was 
acquired in the off-season from Pittsburgh (now Charleston). 
New York won 6 of the 8 games Pennington started. He threw 
for 1,863 yards and 13 touchdowns, completing 66.1 percent 
of his passes. He also shined on opening night in relief of Jake 
Delhomme,  throwing  for  257  yards  as  the  Emps  crushed 
Baltimore,  54-24,  in  what  would  turn  out  to  be  the  game 
deciding the wildcard playoff berth in the Emps’ favor. 

Yesterday the Cherries gambled on defense more than usual, 
as Brian Dawkins lined up noticeably closer, in general, to the 
line of scrimmage. The strategy paid off.  Moore tried to go 
deep about 10 times but each time came up empty, with most 
of his throws wildly off the mark. 

Brams  might  want  to  reconsider  that  strategy  should 
Pennington be the starter next Sunday. Pennington’s arm isnt’t 
that strong, but his accuracy and ability to read defenses more 
than make up for that. The Cherries would have their hands 
full. 
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Semi-Final

Sunday, November 16, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

New York 3 7 7 0 17
Cherries 7 14 7 7 35

1st Quarter
11:40 NY- FG R.Lindell 33
8:07 Del- S.Rice 5 pass from A.Rodgers (J.Kasay kick)

2nd Quarter
13:50 Del- L.Evans 28 pass from A.Rodgers (J.Kasay kick)
10:16 Del- Y.Figurs 84 punt return (J.Kasay kick)

1:22 NY- T.Gonzalez 10 pass from C.Pennington (R.Lindell kick)
3rd Quarter

13:23 NY- T.Gonzalez 5 pass from C.Pennington (R.Lindell kick)
8:20 Del- P.Holmes 6 run (J.Kasay kick)

4th Quarter
7:20 Del- L.Tomlinson 6 run (J.Kasay kick)

Ray Lewis, the anchor of the Cherries’ defense, had 9 tackles in the 
semi-final. Here he closes in on Leon Washington
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Semi-Final Game Statistics
New York Cherries

First Downs by Rush-Pass-Pen-Total 6-10-3-19 12-10-0-22
Third Down Efficiency 7-15-47% 5-8-63%

Fourth Down Efficiency 0-1-0% 1-1-100%
Red Zone Efficiency (pts-poss-pct) 17-35-49% 21-28-75%

Total Offense-Plays-Avg Yards Per Play 274-62-4.4 391-56-7.0
Total Net Yards Rushing 135 221

Total Rushes 30 32
Average Per Rush 4.5 6.9

Passes Completed/Attempted 16/32 (50.0%) 18/24 (75.0%)
Net Yards Passing 139 170
Avg Yards Per Pass 4.3 7.1
Sacked/Yards Lost 0/0 0/0

Punts/Average 5/34.4 1/62.0
Punts Received/Return Yardage 1/5 2/84

Kickoffs/Returns 5/88 4/88
Interceptions/Returns 0/0 1/0

Penalties/Yards 2/22 6/80
Total Fumbles/Fumbles Lost 2/0 3/2

Time of Possession 31:05 28:55
Average Drive Start NY 37 Del 21

Passing Att Comp Yds Comp % Yds/Att TD TD % INT INT % Long Sack Rating
New York
Chad Pennington 32 16 139 50.0 4.3 2 6.3 1 3.1 18 0/0 69.7
Cherries
Philip Rivers 12 8 79 66.7 6.6 0 0 0 0 17 0/0 85.1
Aaron Rodgers 12 10 91 83.3 7.6 2 16.7 0 0 28 0/0 137.8

Rushing
New York No Yds Avg Long TD Cherries No Yds Avg Long TD
Willie Parker 24 137 5.7 32 0 LaDainian Tomlinson 26 196 7.5 49 1
Leon Washington 4 -5 -1.3 2 0 Michael Turner 2 12 6.0 8 0
Brad Hoover 1 0 0.0 0 0 Tony Richardson 1 5 5.0 5 0
Chad Pennington 1 3 3.0 3 0 Aaron Rodgers 1 3 3.0 3 0

Philip Rivers 1 -1 -1.0 -1 0
Priest Holmes 1 6 6.0 6 1

Receiving
New York No Yds Avg Long TD Cherries No Yds Avg Long TD
Tony Gonzalez 5 45 9.0 12 2 LaDainian Tomlinson 5 37 7.4 16 0
Donte' Stallworth 4 41 10.3 18 0 Heath Miller 4 47 11.8 17 0
Amani Toomer 3 18 6.0 11 0 Chris Chambers 3 27 9.0 14 0
Jason Dunn 2 12 6.0 8 0 Sidney Rice 2 11 5.5 6 1
Willie Parker 1 9 9.0 9 0 Lee Evans 2 33 16.5 28 1
Brad Hoover 1 14 14.0 14 0 Isaac Bruce 1 5 5.0 5 0

Jason Avant 1 10 10.0 10 0
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Semi-Final

Sideline Euphoria Turns to Calm Determination in Locker Room
You couldn’t blame the Cherries players. 

You couldn’t blame them, that  is,  for  celebrating with 
gusto on the sidelines during the final minutes of their 
35-17 semi-final  trouncing  of  the  New York Empires. 
Previously they hadn’t had an opportunity to celebrate 
any of their not insignificant accomplishments given the 
circumstances:

• On the 1st of this month the Cherries were being 
blown out by the Lakers when they learned they 
had backed into a playoff berth. It’s a “violation” 
to celebrate a loss, especially a blowout. 

• They weren’t even on the field the next morning 
when  Hershey crushed  the  Emps  to  hand  the 
Central  to  Delaware  —  the  players  were 
watching on TV. 

• On the final night of the regular season when the 
Cherries  were closing out  a  win in  New York 
and clinching the #1 seed, it  would have been 
another “violation” to celebrate in front  of  the 
Emps players, who didn’t know yet whether they 
had made the playoffs and furthermore were the 
most likely Cherries’ playoff opponent. The risk 
of potential blowback, in the form of angering 
New York, was too great. 

Moreover,  yesterday it  would  have  been  hard  for  the 
players to contain the sheer joy of knowing they were 
about  to  clear the  semi-final  hurdle after  experiencing 
disappointing losses at home the last two seasons. 

Still,  though,  the Cherries players’ sideline celebration 
seemed  excessive.  They  bordered  on  euphoric.  There 
was  high-fiving,  chest  pounding,  and  hip  bumping 
galore. There were fists pumped in the direction of the 
stands  in  response  to  celebratory  cheers.  Coach  Jon 
Brams even got a Gatorade bath administered by Donte 
Whitner and David Barrett. Talk about your violations! 
In  my  opinion,  the  opportunity  for  unabashed 
celebration like that should be earned in a championship 
game setting, the setting the Cherries will  be in when 
they host Connecticut in 6 days.

Watching  those  hijinks  made  me  think  the  Cherries 
haven’t been keeping their eyes on the big prize. 

So I was greatly relieved when I made my way to the 
Cherries’ locker room minutes later and found a much 

more sober group of players assembled. I could tell they 
recognized they are only halfway home and the tougher 
half  is  to  come.  I  could  sense  in  them  a  calm 
determination to prepare more rigorously for the Comets 
than they have for any game they’ve ever played and to 
come to the stadium ready to put forth maximum effort 
for the full 60 minutes. (I was also the target of barbs, 
ribbing,  and  angry  stares  for  having  predicted  the 
Cherries would lose to the Emps. Gulp!) 

I later confirmed my hunch that Brams had gathered his 
players together upon their arrival  in the locker room, 
praised them for their play against New York, reminded 
them what will be at stake Sunday, and urged them to 
focus on their ultimate goal. 

While the Cherries didn’t  play like champions against 
New York,  they played very well.  After  Philip  Rivers 
went  to  bench  with  a  sore  elbow  in  his  left  (non-
throwing) arm, Aaron Rodgers came in and picked up 
right where he left off two weeks ago against the Lakers. 
He  threw  touchdown  passes  to  Sidney Rice  and  Lee 
Evans  to  give  the  Cherries  a  14-3  lead  early  in  the 
second  quarter.  A  few  minutes  later  Yamon  Figures 
broke an 84-yard punt return to make it  21-3, and for 
awhile it looked like the Cherries would coast. 

Then they hit some bumps in the road. You could almost 
see  it  coming.  Rodgers  led a drive into the  red zone, 
relying heavily on the running of LaDainian Tomlinson. 
The Cherries found themselves with a 4th and 3 at the 
New York  19  with  2:45  left  in  the  half.  Many of  us 
expected Brams to go for it, the idea being that the Emps 
might  wave  the  white  flag  if  faced  with  a  four-
possession deficit. Brams said later he considered going 
for it and probably would have had they needed only 2 
yards. Instead he sent out John Kasay to try a field goal. 
He said he didn’t  want  to get  greedy and would have 
been happy to have a three touchdown lead. 

Right then I got a gnawing feeling that Brams’ failure to 
go for the jugular might come back and bite Delaware. 
That  bite came immediately:  Kindal  Moorehead broke 
through and blocked Kasay’s kick. Moorehead picked up 
the bouncing ball and ran it up to the New York 43. Five 
plays later Chad Pennington threw a 10-yard touchdown 
pass  to  Tony  Gonzalez,  and  the  Emps,  although  still 
down  by  11,  seized  some  momentum going  into  the 
break. 
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After intermission, what Figurs had given, Figurs took 
away by fumbling the second half kickoff. Eric Barton 
of New York picked it up but had it knocked out of his 
arms. His teammate David Bowens picked it up but he 
too  fumbled  only to  have  Barton  recover,  putting  the 
Emps in prime scoring position at the Cherries 11. On 
3rd and goal at the 5, the Cherries failed to put double 
coverage  on  Gonzalez  and  the  big  tight  end  burned 
Whitner for a touchdown. The Emps were right back in 
it at 21-17. 

Rivers, having had a few more minutes to ice the elbow 
as  a  result  of  Figurs’  fumble,  came  back  in  and 
thankfully had the right prescription, a 9-play,  75-yard 
drive  ending  with  a  6-yard  touchdown  run  by  Priest 
Holmes, of all people, behind a savage block by Chris 
Samuels.  The  key  sequence  started  with  the  Cherries 
facing  3rd  and  6  at  the  New York  31.  Rivers,  under 
heavy pressure from Brett Keisel, found his secondary 
receiver  Heath  Miller  for  a  big  17-yard  gain.  Then 
Michael  Turner  ran  inside  the  10  but  fumbled  when 
Angelo  Crowell  hit  him.  Fortunately,  Jordan  Gross 
alertly fell on the ball for Delaware. Holmes scored on 
the next play for a 28-17 Cherries lead with 8:20 left in 
the third quarter. 

There was one more bump in the road to victory and 
again it  was a  special  teams gaffe.  With 12:15 to  go, 
Dante Hall decided at the last second he would let Sav 
Rocca’s punt fall behind him and roll rather than making 
a  fair  catch.  Right  before  the  ball  reached the  turf,  it 
clipped Hall’s heel, and Brad Hoover corralled it for the 
Emps at  the  Delaware 14.  I  slapped my forehead and 
thought, “Do [the Cherries] really want to win this?”

This time, though, they dodged the bullet. On 3rd and 8 
Terrell Suggs forced Pennington from the pocket and he 
threw across his body in the direction of Jason Dunn. 
Ray Lewis deflected the pass and Whitner intercepted it 
in the end zone as he landed on his behind. Rivers then 
drove the Cherries 80 yards. Tomlinson capped off the 
drive by blasting up the middle for a touchdown on 3rd 
and 5 from the New York 6. It had taken almost a quarter 
and  a  half  but  the  Cherries  had  rebuilt  their  18-point 
lead.  The crowd was jubilant,  and the aforementioned 
sideline celebration would soon start. 

Collectively  the  Cherries  might  not  have  played  like 
champions, but Tomlinson, the heart of the offense, and 
Lewis, the soul of the defense, sure did.

Tomlinson was a real workhorse. He carried 26 times for 
196 yards and added 37 yards on a team-high 5 catches. 

• He  set  the  tone  on  the  first  offensive  series. 
Brams gambled on 4th and 2 at the Delaware 41 
with the Emps up 3-0. Rivers intended to pitch 
the ball back to Tomlinson, but he bobbled the 
snap. When he gained control, he shoveled the 
ball behind Tomlinson who had to reach back to 
gather  it  in.  The delay in  execution  threw the 
New  York  defense  off  balance,  enabling 
Tomlinson  to  find  a  soft  spot  and  ramble  49 
yards  to  the  Empires  10.  (Rivers  fell  on  his 
elbow making that pitch and was sidelined until 
the second half.) 

• Even with the game well in hand, Tomlinson’s 
contributions were important: He ran 4 straight 
times for 2 first downs to nearly run the clock 
out. 

After the game Tomlinson anticipated my question about 
redemption. “Yes, I remember what happened last year 
[against New York in the playoffs when he was held to 
39 yards], and I was determined to make up for it. Now 
we have Connecticut to contend with and I’ll be ready.”

Lewis  led  the  defense,  which  held  the  Emps  to  274 
yards, with 9 tackles. In addition to the deflection that 
enabled  Whitner’s  fourth  quarter  interception,  Lewis 
made a couple of other big plays: 

• Early on his tackle of Gonzalez 4 yards short of 
the marker on 3rd and 11 forced New York to 
settle  for  a  Rian Lindell  field goal  on its  first 
possession. Had the Emps gotten 7 on that drive 
rather than 3, the whole complexion of the game 
would likely have changed. 

• Late in the third quarter with the Emps having 
2nd and 5 at the 50, Lewis fought off a Gonzalez 
block allowing LaMarr Woodley to bring down 
Willie  Parker  and  at  the  same  time  knocking 
Gonzalez out of the game with a hamstring pull. 
One play later New York had to punt. The Emps 
offense was hamstrung, if you will, by Gonzalez’ 
absence. 

Lewis  is  psyched  for  the  opportunity  to  play  in  the 
championship game.  “The defense didn’t  have a great 
year, but it’s money time and we want that ring, baby!” 
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Championship Game

Sunday, November 23, 2008, Delaware Stadium

1 2 3 4 F

Connecticut 7 10 3 0 20
Cherries 0 0 7 17 24

1st Quarter
2:36 Con- A.Randle El 9 pass from T.Brady (N.Kaeding kick)

2nd Quarter
9:47 Con- FG N.Kaeding 28
1:22 Con- L.Betts 15 run (N.Kaeding kick)

3rd Quarter
9:34 Del- L.Tomlinson 2 run (J.Kasay kick)
4:29 Con- FG N.Kaeding 21

4th Quarter
13:46 Del- M.Turner 1 run (J.Kasay kick)
11:59 Del- D.Hall 72 punt return (J.Kasay kick)

1:45 Del- FG J.Kasay 34

Dante Hall checks on the Connecticut pursuers during 
his 72-yard go-ahead punt return in the 4th quarter
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Championship Game Statistics
Connecticut Cherries

First Downs by Rush-Pass-Pen-Total 4-15-0-19 11-8-1-20
Third Down Efficiency 4-15-27% 5-11-45%

Fourth Down Efficiency 2-4-50% 0-0-0%
Red Zone Efficiency (pts-poss-pct) 20-28-71% 17-21-81%

Total Offense-Plays-Avg Yards Per Play 364-65-5.6 282-60-4.7
Total Net Yards Rushing 89 152

Total Rushes 23 32
Average Per Rush 3.9 4.8

Passes Completed/Attempted 26/39 (66.7%) 17/27 (63.0%)
Net Yards Passing 275 130
Avg Yards Per Pass 7.5 5.2
Sacked/Yards Lost 3/17 1/11

Punts/Average 4/39.3 3/42.0
Punts Received/Return Yardage 3/8 2/72

Kickoffs/Returns 2/37 2/43
Interceptions/Returns 1/13 0/0

Penalties/Yards 4/40 5/25
Total Fumbles/Fumbles Lost 0/0 2/1

Time of Possession 30 mins 56 secs 29 mins 4 secs
Average Drive Start Con 36 Del 24

Passing Att Comp Yds Comp % Yds/Att TD TD % INT INT % Long Sack Rating
Connecticut
Tom Brady 39 26 292 66.7 7.5 1 2.6 0 0 32 3/17 97.4
Cherries
Philip Rivers 27 17 141 63.0 5.2 0 0 1 3.7 20 1/11 60.9

Rushing
Connecticut No Yds Avg Long TD Cherries No Yds Avg Long TD
Willis McGahee 21 62 3.0 15 0 LaDainian Tomlinson 23 111 4.8 18 1
Ladell Betts 2 27 13.5 15 1 Michael Turner 5 38 7.6 18 1

Philip Rivers 3 4 1.3 5 0
Tony Richardson 1 -1 -1.0 -1 0

Receiving 
Connecticut No Yds Avg Long TD Cherries No Yds Avg Long TD
Antwaan Randle El 9 133 14.8 32 1 Isaac Bruce 5 49 9.8 14 0
Jerricho Cotchery 7 82 11.7 20 0 Heath Miller 4 38 9.5 20 0
Willis McGahee 3 18 6.0 7 0 Chris Chambers 3 27 9.0 10 0
Samie Parker 3 23 7.7 11 0 Lee Evans 1 8 8.0 8 0
Quinn Sypniewski 2 14 7.0 10 0 Tony Richardson 1 2 2.0 2 0
Koren Robinson 1 17 17.0 17 0 Kyle Brady 1 5 5.0 5 0
Jackie Battle 1 5 5.0 5 0 LaDainian Tomlinson 1 10 10.0 10 0

Sidney Rice 1 2 2.0 2 0
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Championship Game

Resilient Cherries Prove Mettle with Dramatic Comeback
After  30 minutes  of  play,  Cherries  fans  were hanging 
their heads. The Comets had come ready to play, and the 
home team appeared listless.  The 17-0 deficit  loomed 
large, and the disappointing prospect of another long off-
season was hanging in the air. 

Fortunately the  Cherries  came  out  in  the  second  half 
with  renewed  vigor  and  sense  of  purpose.  And  they 
started to execute. They put points on the board in all of 
their second half possessions, save the triumphant Philip 
Rivers  kneel-down  that  ended  the  game.  The  defense 
allowed the Comets only a field goal. 

The result — their 5th EFL title — was, to stay the least, 
very pleasing to the Cherries players, the organization, 
and the fans. The rally mounted by the Cherries will be 
long remembered.  They proved their  mettle  when the 
going got tough, displaying the mark of a champion. 

What changed at halftime? 

Jon Brams said he reminded the players during the break 
how they put up 41 points against these same Comets on 
this same field just  a month ago.  “There was no way 
they were going to be able to keep us shut down. I told 
the guys we were receiving the [second half] kickoff and 
we needed to take it down and score. Do that and keep 
chipping away and we’d be right back in it. All I knew is 
that we needed to stick with our game plan. There was 
plenty of time left.” 

Brams said he felt pretty calm talking to the players at 
halftime. “My friend Steve Shilling at Iron City told me: 
‘Don’t  panic  if  you get  down early.’ So  I  tried to  be 
pretty matter of fact. The players weren’t hanging their 
heads. I knew they were capable of coming back.”

The first  possessions of the second half for each team 
would be key.  Yamon Figurs  returned Nate  Keading’s 
short kickoff 28 yards to the 43 giving the Cherries great 
field  position.  12  plays  later  Kyle  Brady  sprang 
LaDainian  Tomlinson  for  a  2-yard  touchdown  run 
around left end to get the Cherries on the scoreboard. 

Connecticut responded with an efficient drive that took 
them inside the Delaware 5. The Cherries’ defense did 
not  seem to have an answer for Tom Brady.  But then 
Ray Lewis made his only tackle of the whole game a 
huge one: On 3rd and 2 at the 3 he bowled over Brett 
Romberg,  who  started  at  right  guard  in  place  of  the 
injured  Stephen  Neal,  and  brought  down  Willis 

McGahee  in  the  backfied  for  a  one-yard  loss.  “Yeah, 
man, that was a big-time play,” recalled Lewis. “About 
time we stopped [the Comets’ offense]!” 

The Comets settled for a 21-yard Kaeding field goal and 
a 20-7 lead. Had Connecticut been able to punch it into 
the end zone at that point, the Cherries would have been 
back in the 17-point hole they had been in at halftime, 
with 11 fewer minutes in which to mount a comeback. 
The odds would have been significantly more daunting. 

Brams recalled he really started  to  feel  it  — that  the 
Cherries would sustain the rally — during the ensuing 
Delaware possession. Rivers hit a pair of passes for first 
downs, 20 yards to Heath Miller and then 14 to Isaac 
Bruce. “Alright, Philip’s getting into the zone. If we can 
get this [deficit] down to 6, we’re gonna come all  the 
way back.” 

On the last play of the third quarter, Rivers found Bruce 
on the right sideline for 14 more yards to the Comets 5. 
Three plays  later  Michael  Turner wriggled away from 
Gibril Wilson and ran to the left pylon to make it 20-14. 

What of Rivers’ metamorphosis, I asked Brams. In the 
first half Rivers completed 6 of 15 passes for a measly 
29 yards. 

“Philip’s a tough guy.  At halftime we went over some 
adjustments we thought he could make. But mostly we 
told him if he kept  plugging away good things would 
start to happen.” 

And they did. 

Did Brams think about benching Rivers for the second 
half in favor of backup Aaron Rodgers? Some fans were 
making their preference for that known. Did Brams hear 
them? 

“Yeah,  I  heard  [the  fans],  and  yeah,  I  thought  about 
[sending in Rodgers]. I might have considered it if Philip 
hadn’t looked sharp on that first possession in the second 
half.  But  he  did  [look  sharp].  He’s  got  a  lot  of 
confidence, and he’s a great leader.” 

Rivers remained sharp throughout the second half, going 
a sizzling 12-for-13 for 112 yards to finish 17-for-27 for 
141  yards.  He  was  methodical,  pulling  all  the  right 
strings,  and all  the while exhorting his teammates. He 
said, “We came out in the second half and executed our 
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game plan. We all believe in each other. We hadn’t come 
this far to fail. That just wasn’t an option.”

After  Turner  scored,  the  defense  forced  the  Comets 
three-and-out  for  the  first  and only time.  Then it  was 
time  for  special  teams  heroics,  an  aspect  of  this 
championship  Cherries  team  that  should  never  be 
forgotten.  Brams:  “I  saw  [Daniel  Supulveda’s]  punt 
coming to Dante [Hall] and I said to myself ‘he’s either 
going to fumble it or he’s going to take it to the house’.” 

He did the latter. 

Hall  sprinted  down  an  alley  along  the  right  sideline 
created by a phalanx of blockers and outran his pursuers 
to the end zone. The stadium was in an uproar as John 
Kasay added the conversion to give the Cherries their 
first lead, a razor-thin 21-20, with 11:59 left. 

There were scary moments from then on, but with the 
crowd on their feet and roaring almost continuously, the 
Cherries kept Connecticut off the scoreboard the rest of 
the way. 

When Brams first saw me in the locker room after the 
game, he jubilantly exclaimed as he gave me the high 
handshake, “Rip, you called it!” I first thought he was 
referring to my pre-game prediction of a 28-20 Cherries 
win.  Indeed,  the  Cherries  came within  2  yards  in  the 
waning minutes of upping their lead to that score before 
the Comets, determined not to go quietly, stiffened and 
forced a Kasay field goal. I was as shocked as anyone 
when it looked like I might hit the score on the nose. 

Then Brams continued, “Kaeding missed it! You called 
it!” He was referring to Kaeding’s missed 39-yard field 
goal with 6:13 remaining, which, if made, would have 
put the Comets back in front. 

In  my  preview  of  the  championship  game,  I  had 
speculated that given opposing kickers’ astounding rate 
of success against the Cherries this season — 31 field 
goals in 32 attempts coming into the game — maybe the 
pendulum would  swing in  the  Cherries’ direction  just 

when they needed it most, with a Kaeding miss during 
crunch time. It actually happened — here again I was as 
shocked as anyone. Kaeding’s miss may have meant the 
difference between the championship and an agonizing 
loss. Had the Cherries fallen behind again, even by just 
2, who knows whether they would had the gumption to 
regain the lead. 

The last Cherries voice I give you here is that of Julius 
Peppers. After an injury-plagued season he was finally 
back  at  full  strength  yesterday and had  a  very active 
game.  For  my money he  was  the  game  MVP on the 
defensive side of the ball. With 1:15 to go, the Comets, 
needing a touchdown to take the lead,  had penetrated 
Delaware territory. Then on 2nd and 13 at the Delaware 
40, Peppers steamed right by Nick Kaczur and flattened 
Brady for a 12-yard loss. It was Peppers’ second sack of 
the  game.  Two  incompletions  later,  the  Comets’ last 
hopes evaporated. 

“Everything  didn’t  always  go  our  way  this  year  on 
defense,” said Peppers.  “But we made stops when we 
needed to. Same thing today. Brady wasn’t easy to get a 
hand on so when I had my shots I needed to make sure I  
got him down.” 

To the Cherries faithful: Your enthusiastic support meant 
a lot to the team this season. Savor this championship. 
They come along so rarely and then to have it happen in 
such memorable,  dramatic  fashion … well,  it  reminds 
me of a routine from an old sketch comedy album that 
used  to  play  often  in  the  Snorter  household  in  my 
formative years: 

A woman  in  distress  moans,  “Oh,  the  agony,  oh,  the 
ectasy!  Oh,  the  agony,  oh  the  ectasy!”  A bystander 
rushes  in.  “What’s  wrong?  What’s  the  agony?”  “My 
daughter eloped without a word to me.” “That’s terrible. 
What’s the ectasy?” “He’s a nice young doctor!” 

To update this routine for yesterday — the agony: the 
Cherries down 17-0 at the half; the ectasy: the Cherries 
rallying in the second half to take the title! 
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Cherries Regular Season Statistics
Cherries Opponents

First Downs by Rush-Pass-Pen-Total 136-155-16-307 93-175-9-277
Third Down Efficiency 74-189-39% 74-183-40%

Fourth Down Efficiency 18-24-75% 7-17-41%
Red Zone Efficiency (pts-poss-pct) 243-364-67% 211-280-75%

Total Offense-Plays-Avg Yards Per Play 5080-943-5.4 4863-887-5.5
Total Net Yards Rushing 2210 1783

Total Rushes 441 367
Average Per Rush 5.0 4.9

Passes Completed/Attempted 284/476 (59.7%) 280/510 (54.9%)
Net Yards Passing 2870 3080
Avg Yards Per Pass 6.4 6.1
Sacked/Yards Lost 26/167 10/54

Punts/Average 56/46.0 54/43.0
Punts Received/Return Yardage 20/358 29/353

Kickoffs/Returns 58/1363 64/1313
Interceptions/Returns 15/190 9/155

Penalties/Yards 77/581 79/596
Total Fumbles/Fumbles Lost 14/6 16/7

Time of Possession 452 mins 16 secs 407 mins 4 secs
Average Drive Start Del 29 Opponents 28

Passing Att Comp Yds Comp % Yds/Att TD TD % INT INT % Long Sack Rating
Philip Rivers 455 265 2900 58.2 6.4 21 4.6 9 2.0 59 25/163 84.3
Aaron Rodgers 21 19 137 90.5 6.5 2 9.5 0 0 15 1/4 125.6

Rushing No Yds Avg Long TD Receiving No Yds Avg Long TD
LaDainian Tomlinson 309 1684 5.4 49 10 Chris Chambers 54 595 11.0 39 3
Michael Turner 74 440 5.9 46 5 Lee Evans 51 641 12.6 59 7
Philip Rivers 23 -14 -0.6 2 0 Heath Miller 46 474 10.3 29 4
Priest Holmes 22 83 3.8 11 0 LaDainian Tomlinson 42 405 9.6 36 4
Tony Richardson 11 14 1.3 5 0 Isaac Bruce 39 476 12.2 37 3
Aaron Rodgers 1 3 3.0 3 0 Sidney Rice 20 158 7.9 20 1
Chris Chambers 1 0 0.0 0 0 Tony Richardson 11 84 7.6 12 0

Jason Avant 10 127 12.7 31 0
Kyle Brady 6 34 5.7 13 1
Priest Holmes 3 19 6.3 10 0
Michael Turner 2 24 12.0 12 0

Kicking 1-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50+ Long FG FGA FG % XP XPA XP Pct Pts
John Kasay 1/1 8/9 11/12 8/11 1/4 51 29 37 78.4 37 37 100.0 124

Punting No Avg Net TB In20 Long Bk
Ben Graham 56 46.0 38.6 3 26 62 0
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Kickoff Returns No Yds Avg Long TD Punt Returns Ret FC Yds Avg Long TD
Dante Hall 40 999 25.0 84 0 Dante Hall 11 6 174 15.8 76 1
Yamon Figurs 18 364 20.2 28 0 Yamon Figurs 9 1 184 20.4 87 2

Defense Tackles Sacks Fumble 
Rec Interceptions No Yds Avg Long TD

Bart Scott 78 0 0 Lito Sheppard 7 66 9.4 25 0
LaMarr Woodley 77 1 2 Fakhir Brown 4 80 20.0 51 1
Ray Lewis 70 1 0 Brian Dawkins 1 12 12.0 12 0
Lito Sheppard 63 0 1 LaMarr Woodley 1 0 0.0 0 0
Fakhir Brown 58 0 1 Kelly Gregg 1 20 20.0 20 0
Donte Whitner 53 0 0 Corey Webster 1 12 12.0 12 0
Kelly Gregg 39 2 3
Brian Dawkins 38 1 1
Terrell Suggs 35 0 0
Kenyon Coleman 31 1 2
Julius Peppers 23 4 0
David Barrett 15 0 0
Hank Poteat 14 0 0
Na'il Diggs 13 0 0
Michael Montgomery 8 0 0
Corey Webster 4 0 0
Nick Mangold 0 0 1
LaDainian Tomlinson 0 0 1
Jordan Gross 0 0 1
Priest Holmes 0 0 1
Shawn Andrews 0 0 1

EFL Regular Season Standings
Central W L T Pct. Str. PF PA
Cherries 11 3 0 .786 W1 382 334
New York 9 5 0 .643 L2 330 295
Hershey 8 6 0 .571 L1 353 352
Philadelphia 8 6 0 .571 W2 308 298

Northern W L T Pct. Str. PF PA
Connecticut 7 7 0 .500 L1 304 267
Albany 4 10 0 .286 L7 271 334
Providence 4 10 0 .286 W2 266 303
Syracuse 3 11 0 .214 W1 290 363

Southern W L T Pct. Str. PF PA
Washington 10 4 0 .714 W1 336 240
Baltimore 9 5 0 .643 L1 353 288
Richmond 6 8 0 .429 W1 264 291
Charleston 5 9 0 .357 L1 272 364

Semi-Final Saturday, November 15, 2008, at Washington
1 2 3 4 F

Connecticut 3 10 3 8 24
Washington 3 0 7 7 17
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4 Kasay

17 Rivers

20 Dawkins

21 Tomlinson

26 Sheppard

38 Miller

Cherries Roster
Pos. Ht. Wgt. Yrs. College

4 John Kasay K 5-10 198 17 Georgia
7 Ben Graham P 6-5 230 3 Deakin (AUS)

12 Aaron Rodgers QB 6-2 223 3 California
16 Yamon Figurs KR-PR 6-0 174 1 Kansas St.
17 Philip Rivers QB 6-5 228 4 North Carolina St.
18 Sidney Rice WR 6-4 200 1 South Carolina
20 Brian Dawkins S 6-0 210 12 Clemson
21 LaDainian Tomlinson RB 5-10 221 7 Texas Christian
22 William Gay DB 5-10 183 1 Louisville
24 Corey Webster DB 6-0 204 3 Louisiana St.
26 Lito Sheppard CB 5-10 194 6 Florida
30 Hank Poteat DB 5-9 192 8 Pittsburgh
31 Priest Holmes RB 5-9 213 10 Texas
33 Michael Turner RB 5-10 237 4 Northern Illinois
34 Fakhir Brown CB 5-11 192 9 Grambling St.
36 David Barrett CB 5-10 195 8 Arkansas
38 Heath Miller TE 6-5 256 3 Virginia
40 Donte Whitner S 5-11 205 2 Ohio St.
49 Tony Richardson FB 6-1 238 13 Auburn
52 Ray Lewis LB 6-1 245 12 Miami
53 Na'il Diggs LB 6-4 237 8 Ohio St.
54 Marques Harris LB 6-1 231 3 Colorado/S. Utah St.
55 Terrell Suggs LB-DE 6-3 260 5 Arizona St.
56 LaMarr Woodley LB 6-2 266 1 Michigan
57 Bart Scott LB 6-2 235 6 Southern Illinois
60 Chris Samuels OT 6-5 310 8 Alabama
61 Jason Brown G 6-3 313 3 North Carolina
62 Junius Coston G-OT-C 6-3 317 3 North Carolina A & T
68 Anthony Clement OT 6-8 333 10 Louisiana-Lafayette
69 Jordan Gross OT 6-4 300 5 Utah
73 Shawn Andrews G 6-4 340 4 Arkansas
74 Nick Mangold C 6-3 295 2 Ohio St.
77 Artis Hicks G 6-4 320 6 Memphis
80 Isaac Bruce WR 6-0 188 14 Memphis
81 Jason Avant WR 6-0 210 2 Michigan
82 Dante Hall KR-PR 5-8 187 8 Texas A&M
83 Lee Evans WR 5-10 197 4 Wisconsin
88 Kyle Brady TE 6-6 278 13 Penn St.
89 Chris Chambers WR 5-11 210 7 Wisconsin
90 Julius Peppers DE 6-6 283 6 North Carolina
92 Maake Kemoeatu DT 6-5 340 6 Utah
93 Kenyon Coleman DE 6-5 285 6 UCLA
95 Pat Thomas LB 6-2 243 3 North Carolina St.
96 Michael Montgomery DE-DT 6-5 276 3 Texas A & M
97 Kelly Gregg NT 6-0 310 8 Oklahoma

52 Lewis

55 Suggs

69 Gross

74 Mangold

89 Chambers

90 Peppers
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In his fifth season coaching football, Jon Brams guided his team to the 
league championship … without ever setting foot on the field.

Author Jon Brams first played Strat-O-Matic sports 
simulation table games in 1968 at the age of  11. After 
playing not at all in the 1980s and very sparingly in 
the 1990s, he began playing the computer version of  
Strat’s Pro Football Game in 2004. From the start he 
eschewed the game’s capability to replay actual NFL 
games and seasons. Instead he brought to “life”  the 
imaginary Eastern Football League of  his youth and 
his favorite EFL team, the Delaware Cherries. Playing 
on the computer meant he could draft the Cherries 
players and coach the team while the Strat game’s 
artificial intelligence drafted and coached the other 11 
EFL teams.

For four EFL seasons, 2004-2007, played over the 
course of  seven real-time years, Brams honed his 
coaching skills, taking the Cherries from mediocrity to 
championship contenders. All the while he chronicled 
the Cherries’ play on his EFL website as sportswriter 
“Rip Snorter.”

That effort came to fruition the next season. On May 
28, 2011 ― EFL calendar date November 23, 2008 ― 
Brams’  Cherries rallied to defeat his computer 
opponent’s Connecticut Comets in the 2008 EFL 
championship game. This book reviews the 
championship season. Inside are Snorter’s columns 
originally published on the website, plus never before 
published doctored pictures of  Cherries players in 
“action”, along with statistics and other content 
typical of  books chronicling real-life teams’ 
championship runs.

With this book project complete, Brams promises the 
Cherries will soon return to the Strat playing fields to 
defend their title in the 2009 EFL season. You can 
follow along at www.eflfootball.info.
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